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Abstract
The fate and transport of oil droplets from natural and anthropogenic sources is key to under-
standing the impact of spills and the resilience of marine communities. Without knowledge
of natural background levels, it is difficult to determine the response of the marine envi-
ronment to large influxes of oil. Current estimates of global flux of oil from natural seeps
varies by an order of magnitude, and the wide range of estimates is due in part to the lack of
sufficient in-situ quantification techniques for oil droplets in the water column. This work is
focused on the feasibility of employing broadband acoustics to address this gap by developing
a better understanding of the interaction between sound generated by broadband acoustics
and oil droplets in the ocean. The dissertation is organized into three experiments, each
written into a manuscript for peer-reviewed publication. The first addresses the paucity of
data at oceanographically-relevant pressures and temperatures regarding the physical prop-
erties of crude oil that impact acoustic scattering. The acoustic impedance of four crude
oils was measured under oceanographic conditions using a sound speed chamber designed
and constructed for this experiment. Measurements showed significant deviations from an
often-used empirical model and a new empirical model was developed. The results of the
first experiment were used in the analysis of the second study. High frequency broadband
acoustic backscatter was recorded from droplets of three different crude oils of varying size
and shape and compared to three scattering models for fluid targets. The results highlighted
the importance of droplet shape (i.e., deviations from a perfect sphere) in acoustic backscat-
ter observations of crude oil droplets. The first two experiments were used to inform the
analysis of the third experiment. Broadband acoustics along with ADCP measurements were
used to determine flux at an anthropogenic seafloor release of oil and gas. Results of this
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It is estimated that over 2 million tons of oil enters marine environments from anthropogenic
sources annually (GESAMP, 2007). Anthropogenic oil spills can have devastating impacts
on marine organisms that cascade across trophic levels. For example, within the planktonic
community an influx of hydrocarbons can have drastically different effects across species
(Abbriano et al. , 2011). Certain species of hydrocarbon specialists will experience blooms
following a spill event (Transportation Research Board and National Research Council, 2003;
Valentine et al. , 2010), while other species will experience significant declines (Ozhan et al.
, 2014). A study by Parsons et al. (2015) found that during the Deepwater Horizon spill the
phytoplankton community as a whole decreased in abundance and that there was a significant
shift in the community composition. At higher tropic levels the combined impacts of changes
to the planktonic community assemblage and the effects of direct exposure to hydrocarbons
result in significant changes including increased mortality and decreased fecundity (Beyer
et al. , 2016). Increased oil concentrations in the marine environment impact economically
important species including shrimp (Van Der Ham & De Mutsert, 2014), predatory pelagic
fish (Incardona et al. , 2014) and marine mammals (Venn-Watson et al. , 2015). However,
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the impacts are highly variable and depend on the hydrocarbon concentrations experienced
locally which can vary over small spatial scales within the spill area (Rozas et al. , 2000;
Mendelssohn et al. , 2012).
Oil spill responders use the best available technology and science to respond to spills and
mitigate environmental and economic impacts, however, they are often hampered by a lack
of real time in-situ data on the fate and transport of oil, especially from seafloor hydrocarbon
sources. Oil spills cover massive areas with hydrocarbon concentrations varying locally on
scales of tens of meters. The most efficient and effective response to a spill would be to
determine where the impacts will be greatest and use the available response resources in those
areas. However, without in-situ oil detection and quantification techniques, especially in the
water column, responders do not have the information they need to adequately determine
what areas are likely to be the most significantly impacted. The work presented in this thesis
describes novel in-situ acoustic methodologies developed for the detection and quantification
of oil in the marine environment to address this critical gap in knowledge.
The lack of in-situ measurements of oil leads to many unanswered questions about the
environmental response to influxes of oil - both anthropogenic and natural - across the
climatically and ecologically diverse environments that are exposed to hydrocarbons. Un-
derstanding potential environmental impacts due to spills and developing an appropriate
response requires both the ability to quantify the total volume of oil spilled and knowledge
of baseline levels of natural oil seepage. Current estimates of the global flux of oil from nat-
ural sources varies by an order of magnitude (Transportation Research Board and National
Research Council, 2003) and this uncertainty in background levels results in uncertainty of
the potential impacts of a spill on the environment. For example, the Deepwater Horizon
spill was an influx of between 34 - 340% of the total annual flux from natural sources in
the Gulf of Mexico (United States & Coast Guard, 2011). While any increase above back-
ground levels is likely to have an environmental impact, knowledge of the magnitude of a
spill relative to background levels is necessary both to inform decision making during spill
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response and to assess the long-term impact on the environment. Acoustic methods offer
a path toward quantifying both anthropogenically released and naturally occurring liquid
hydrocarbons in the ocean.
Active acoustic methods have been used to estimate the flux of oil from seafloor wells
(Camilli et al. , 2012), to determine flux of oil at ranges of up to a hundred meters from
the instrument (Weber et al. , 2012) and to estimate the thickness of oil layers under sea ice
(Wilkinson et al. , 2015; Bassett et al. , 2016; Pegau et al. , 2017). The main impediment to
the use of acoustic methods for detection and quantification of oil is the low characteristic
acoustic impedance contrast between crude oil and seawater. The contrast in the character-
istic acoustic impedance (the product of the density and sound speed) determines the degree
to which sounds is reflected and refracted at the boundary between two media; in this case
the boundary of the ambient seawater and the oil droplet. While the acoustic impedance
of oil is poorly understood at oceanographic conditions (see Chapter 2), it is sufficiently
characterized to determine that the impedance is similar to that of water, and to therefore
classify oil droplets in the ocean as weakly scattering.
Weakly scattering particles such as oil droplets reflect the most sound when the wave-
length of the sound wave (λ) is of the same size or smaller than the radius of the particle
(a), a situation referred to as geometric scattering. The relationship between wavelength
and particle size is typically expressed in terms of ka where k is the acoustic wave number
(2π/λ). When ka is less than one, described as Rayleigh scattering, the efficiency of scat-
ter, or target strength (TS), for a weak scattererer decreases with a power law that goes
as (ka)4a2 (Figure 1.1). TS is the ratio of the intensity of the backscattered sound to the
intensity of the incident sound, and is therefore a measure of the efficiency of backscatter
of a particle. Gas bubbles, which have a larger characteristic acoustic impedance contrast,
are much better scatterers of sound and have a higher TS across all frequencies than an oil
droplet of the same size. Wavelength is inversely proportional to frequency and low frequency
waves, with large wavelengths, do not efficiently scatter sound from oil droplets. Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.1: Target strength gas bubbles (dashed line) and oil droplets (solid line) according
to Anderson (1950) as function of the size (a) and acoustic wave number (k).
shows the TS as a function of frequency for a one mm droplet according to the exact modal
solution for a plane wave incident on a fluid sphere derived by Anderson (1950). For a 1 mm
radius oil droplet, the transition from Rayleigh to geometric scattering occurs at around 240
kHz, and Figure 1.1 shows the decrease in TS at frequencies below 240 kHz. During the
Deepwater Horizon spill Weber et al. (2012) were able to detect oil at distances greater than
100 meters with a 200 kHz shipboard echo sounder, however they were unable to detect oil
at lower frequencies, where ka was much less than one.
The higher frequencies associated with the geometric scattering regime for oil droplets
are also associated with increased signal attenuation (Figure 2). Absorption in seawater is
greater for higher frequencies, and the increased attenuation at higher frequencies limits high
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frequency echo sounding to short ranges. There is a trade off in determining the frequency
most appropriate for detecting oil droplets, frequencies should be high enough so that ka is
around one but also low enough to mitigate signal attenuation due to absorption. One way
to increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR), and therefore increase the range of detection,
is to use a broadband acoustic signal. The acoustic waveform recorded by a broadband
echo sounder can be matched-filtered, where the recorded signal is cross-correlated with the
broadband transmit signal. A broadband matched-filter improves the SNR by approximately
2BT where B with the bandwidth of the signal and T is the pulse length (Turin, 1960; Chu
& Stanton, 1998; Stanton & Chu, 2008; Lavery et al. , 2010; Stanton et al. , 2010).
The added benefit of using a broadband signal is that the broadband frequency response
can be used to estimate the physical properties of a target. Backscattering measured at
single frequency only reveals a point on the frequency response curve for a target, but when
a wide range of frequencies is used the shape of the frequency response reveals information
about the target. Previous work has used the broadband backscatter frequency response
to differentiate between plankton and turbulent microstructure (Lavery et al. , 2010), to
quantify bubbles under breaking waves (Medwin & Breitz, 1989; Terrill & Melville, 2000;
Vagle & Farmer, 1992), and as an aid for classifying fish species (Holliday, 1972; Thompson
& Love, 1996; Stanton et al. , 2010). The backscattering frequency response (Figure 1.1)
for oil droplets is dependent on the droplet’s impedance, size and shape. Therefore, if
the impedance and shape are known, the frequency response can be used to estimate the
remaining physical property; droplet size. In order to use the frequency response to quantify
the physical properties of a target, some structure in the frequency response, such as a peak,
null or change in slope, needs to be measured. The broader the transmitted signal, the more
likely it is that a structure such as a null (or more ideally multiple nulls) will be within
the ensonified range. In order to quantify droplets with broadband signals, the accuracy of
acoustic scattering models, and the assumptions made in such models, for oil droplets must
be verified (see Chapter 3).
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Two potential impediments to the use of broadband acoustics for quantifying oil droplets
come from other scatterers present at oil seeps; gas bubbles and biological scatterers (Judd,
2003; Sahling et al. , 2016; Kvenvolden & Cooper, 2003). Oil seeps, whether anthropogenic
or natural, are often co-located with hydrocarbon gas bubbles. As discussed previously, gas
bubbles have a higher impedance contrast with seawater than oil droplets and therefore are
more efficient at scattering sound (Figure 1.1). When gas bubbles and oil droplets are in
the same ensonified volume gas bubbles will mask any response from oil droplets, unless the
oil is present in very high concentrations relative to the gas. Most planktonic organisms, on
the other hand, are modeled as weak scatterers, just like oil droplets. Layers of planktonic
organisms in the water column can mask oil droplets completely if present in dense enough
layers. When concentrations of oil and gas are similar the TS of the biological scatterers can
combine with the TS from oil droplets and suppress the peak and null shape used to quantify
droplets when present in the same ensonified volume. While it is possible to quantify oil
droplets under ideal laboratory conditions (see Chapter 3) at a field site where biological
scatterers and gas bubbles are also present, quantification of oil will be more difficult (see
Chapter 4).
The work presented in this thesis seeks to expand our understanding of how sound inter-
acts with oil droplets in an effort to develop acoustic methodologies that will improve our
understanding of the fate and transport of oil in the marine environment. The thesis consists
of three studies of increasing spatial scale; a bench-top study of the physical properties of
crude oil that determine scattering, a mesoscale laboratory study of the broadband scatter-
ing from individual oil droplets and a field evaluation of the use of shipboard broadband
echo sounders to detect and quantify oil from a seafloor seep.
The study in Chapter 1 focused on the physical properties of oil that determine acoustic
scattering at oceanographic conditions. In order to understand how sound interacts with oil
droplets researchers need to know how the characteristic impedance - the density and sound
speed - of oil varies as a function of depth and temperature in the ocean. Chapter 2 uses the
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results of chapter 1 to inform scattering models of oil droplets and compares the predictions
of those models to empirical measurements of backscatter. In order to determine the physical
properties of oil droplets - most importantly the droplet size - acoustically researchers need
to know that models of acoustic backscatter from oil droplets are accurate and precise. If
the sound speed and density of oil droplets is known, it should be possible to determine
droplet size acoustically. In Chapter 2, the broadband backscattering frequency response of
oil droplets of varying and known size from three of the four oils studied in chapter 1 was
measured in-situ. Three commonly used models for backscattering of fluid targets were then
inverted for droplet size. The size measured empirically and the size predicted by the models
was compared to determine the accuracy of inversions of those models. Chapter 3 then used
the models verified in Chapters 1 and 2 to predict the scattering from oil droplets emanating
from a seafloor seep source in the Gulf of Mexico. Droplet size was predicted by the rise rate
of droplets determined acoustically. The droplet size predictions were combined with sound
speed and density modeled by the results of Chapter 1 and used to predict the frequency
response of oil droplets using a model verified in Chapter 2. The frequency response was
then compared to the measured backscatter to determine the flux from the seep site.
The research questions, significance, hypotheses, and outcomes of the three chapters are
outlined below.
Chapter 1.) Acoustically relevant properties of four crude oils at oceano-
graphic temperatures and pressures
Question: Do oceanographic conditions cause significant deviations for the generally
accepted model of the physical properties of oil, a model that is derived from measurements
made at reservoir conditions?
Significance: Empirical models of density and sound speed, the properties that determine
acoustic scattering, are derived from measurements of those properties made at reservoir
conditions (very high temperature and pressure). At oceanographic conditions the waxes in
some oils may solidify and could impact the density and sound speed.
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Hypothesis: The formation of waxes in crude oils at oceanographic conditions will cause
significant deviations between the measured density and sound speed and the density and
sound speed predicted by the commonly used empirical model.
Outcomes: Significant deviations between measured and modeled sound speed and den-
sity were found at oceanographic conditions and a new empirical model for those properties
at oceanographic conditions was derived. The new empirical model outperformed the com-
monly used model when compared to sound speed measurements from the literature.
2.) Broadband acoustic scattering from oblate hydrocarbon droplets
Question: Do currently used models of acoustic scattering from oil droplets accurately
predict the backscatter from individual droplets accurately enough to quantify droplet size?
Significance: In order to quantify oil droplets with broadband acoustics, models of
backscatter must accurately characterize the broadband backscattering frequency response,
especially the peak and null structure of the acoustic backscatter to differentiate between
droplet sizes. Previous work has assumed droplets are spheres and if this assumption is vio-
lated the use of sphere models is likely to cause significant errors when inverting scattering
models to determine droplet size.
Hypothesis: Models that assume oil droplets are spherical will not accurately predict
the frequency dependent backscatter of droplets that are non-spherical. Other models that
account for more complex shapes will show better agreement between the peak and null
shape of the TS and the shape of the TS measured experimentally.
Outcomes: A model for acoustic scattering from fluid spheres did not accurately predict
the null location of droplet of known impedance, shape and size. The distorted wave Born
approximation and boundary element method, models that account for more complex shapes,
showed better agreement for medium oils between the predicted and measured null location
and inversions of those models accurately predicted the droplet size within the accuracy of
the experimental system. However, there were significant errors when using inversions of
these models to predict droplet size for the heavy oil studied.
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3.) Hydrocarbon detection and quantification at a marine oil and gas seep
Question: Can a shipboard broadband acoustic echo sounder determine the flux of oil
from a seep site known to consistently be producing an oil slick in the Gulf of Mexico?
Significance: Shipboard broadband acoustics were deployed in the presence of gas bubbles
and biological scatterers to determine the flux of oil in-situ from a seep site in the Gulf of
Mexico. The determination of flux in the water column in-situ is a new tool in the oil spill
responder toolkit that can be used to detect and quantify oil from greater distances then
current detection methods.
Hypothesis: Broadband acoustic backscatter will be able to detect and quantify oil
droplets from a seafloor seep site and distinguish between the droplets, biological scatterers
and hydrocarbon gas bubbles present at the site. The results will be a determination of the
flux from a seafloor seep using shipboard acoustics.
Outcomes: The shipboard echo sounder was able to quantify the flux of methane and
oil from the seep site. The plume at this site was divided into two regions - a high rise
rate region where it was assumed only gas bubbles had a sufficiently high rise rate to be
present, and a lower rise rate region likely to contain oil droplets and gas bubbles. For the
end member assumption that all the targets in the droplet rise rate regime were oil droplets
flux was between 156 - 341 barrels per day at the 95% confidence interval with a mean
of 249 barrels per day. If that same region was comprised solely of methane gas bubbles,
flux was 3.84 - 13.7 m3 /day with a mean of 8.78 m3 / day. The flux for increasing gas to
oil ratios (GOR) were also computed. In order to estimate the GOR from the broadband
acoustic backscatter, as outlined in chapters 2 and 3, accurate measurements of the material
properties of the oil and gas at the site is required. Measurements of these properties were
not available at the time of completion of this thesis.
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Figure 1.2: The absorption as a function of frequency for sound waves at 20 ◦ C and 40
meters water depth according to Francois & Garrison (1982).
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Abstract
Inversions of models of broadband acoustic scattering to detect and quantify weakly
scattering targets, such as oil droplets in seawater, require precise knowledge of the physical
properties that determine scattering. When the characteristic impedance contrast between a
target and the surrounding medium is weak, small differences between the true and modeled
impedance can cause significant errors in modeled scattering. For crude oil, currently avail-
able empirical models of density and sound speed are derived from measurements made at
reservoir conditions (high temperature and pressure), which may not be relevant to oceano-
graphic conditions due to phase changes in the oil. Measurements of the density and sound
speed, as well as thermal characterization of phase changes via differential scanning calorime-
try, of four crude oils at oceanographically relevant temperatures and pressures were made
and compared to a commonly used empirical model for sound speed and density. Significant
deviations between the measured and modeled values were found and new empirically fit
models were developed. A literature review of sound speed data was also performed, and
the new empirical model shows improvement over the commonly used empirical model for
both the data measured here and the measurements in the literature.
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2.1 Introduction
At the end of the first quarter of 2018, almost 800 offshore drilling rigs were available
for hydrocarbon extraction (IHS, 2015). Over the past decade offshore oil production has
accounted for approximately 30% of total oil production (U.S. Department of Energy, Energy
Information Administration, 2016). Advances in exploration and extraction technology have
resulted in expansion of offshore production into new environments. While a majority of this
oil is extracted from waters less than 125 m deep, increasingly large portions are extracted
from depths in excess of 1,500 m. This production occurs globally with rigs located in
areas that cover the full range of oceanographic environments from warm tropical waters to
seasonally ice-covered waters in the Arctic.
Many questions exist about the expected environmental impact of spills in the climati-
cally and ecologically diverse environments where drilling occurs. Understanding potential
environmental impacts due to spills and developing an appropriate response requires both the
ability to quantify the total volume of oil spilled and knowledge of baseline levels of natural
oil seepage. For example, the Deepwater Horizon spill released approximately 680,000 tonnes
of oil (United States & Coast Guard, 2011). The most recently available estimate of annual
flux of liquid hydrocarbons from natural seepage in the Gulf of Mexico is between 80,000
tonnes and 200,000 tonnes of oil and between 200,000 tonnes and 2,000,000 tonnes worldwide
(Transportation Research Board and National Research Council, 2003). Liquid hydrocarbon
flux from the Deepwater Horizon spill is estimated to have been between 34% and 340% of
the global annual flux of oil into the ocean. While any increase above background levels
is likely to have an environmental impact, knowledge of the magnitude of a spill relative
to background levels is necessary both to inform decision making during spill response and
to assess the long-term impact on the environment. Acoustic methods (e.g., Camilli et al.
(2012), Weber et al. (2012)), offer a path toward quantifying both anthropogenically re-
leased and naturally occurring liquid hydrocarbons in the ocean, but are limited by the
paucity of information describing the physical properties of oil needed for acoustic scattering
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models at oceanographic conditions. The present work seeks to address this information gap
by reporting measurements of oil density and sound speed under pressure and temperature
conditions relevant to much of the worlds oceans, and by developing an empirical model for
these properties that performs better than existing models for the types of oils studied.
Natural hydrocarbon seepage from the seafloor can take the form of free gas, hydrate-
coated gas bubbles, and liquid oil, and occur throughout the worlds’ oceans (Judd, 2003;
Sahling et al. , 2016; Kvenvolden & Cooper, 2003). Seepage associated with free gas (with
or without hydrate) is often detected and quantified acoustically, taking advantage of the
large impedance contrast between free gas and seawater (Merewether et al. , 1985; Greinert
et al. , 2006; Heeschen et al. , 2003; Schneider von Deimling et al. , 2011; Römer et al.
, 2012; Weber et al. , 2014). The present study is aimed at the study and assessment of
the seepage of liquid oil, such as the seeps reported in the Gulf of Mexico and the Congo
Basin (Transportation Research Board and National Research Council, 2003; Crooke et al.
, 2015; Roberts & Carney, 1997; Sahling et al. , 2016; Jatiault et al. , 2018). In deep water
environments a variety of instrumentation is used for the detection and quantification of
oil, however, most of these instruments are limited to short detection ranges on the order
of meters, or even centimeters (e.g., fluorometers, mass spectrometers). Given this short
detection range it is difficult to accurately evaluate the flux for an entire ocean basin, or
even a large spill. Acoustic instrumentation provides the potential for the detection and
quantification of hydrocarbons at greater ranges. Active acoustic methods have been used
to estimate the flux of oil from deep-water blowouts (Camilli et al. , 2012), to detect and
quantify oil at ranges of up to hundreds of meters from the instrument (Weber et al. , 2012),
and to estimate the thickness of oil layers under sea ice (Wilkinson et al. , 2015; Bassett
et al. , 2016; Pegau et al. , 2017).
Quantifying oil acoustically, whether present as droplets or in layers, depends on a thor-
ough understanding of the physical properties that determine acoustic scattering. The in-
tensity of acoustic scattering is dependent on the geometry (e.g., the thickness of an oil layer
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or shape of a droplet) and the mismatch between the characteristic impedance (the product
of density and sound speed) of the surrounding water and the target. In previous studies of
crude oil researchers have had to make assumptions about the physical properties of oil in
order to estimate flux (Weber et al. , 2012).
One of the reasons that the acoustically-relevant properties of crude oil (shape, size, den-
sity and sound speed) are difficult to quantify is that the term “crude oil” encompasses a
wide variety of unrefined liquid petroleum products that are composed of multiple hydrocar-
bon chains of different molecular weights, in addition to other organic materials. Crude oils
are often classified by their American Petroleum Institute gravity, APIg. This dimensionless




where SG is the specific gravity of the liquid at 15.56 ◦ C and 0.1 MPa. By this definition
light crudes have an APIg higher than 31.1
◦, medium crudes APIg between 22.3
◦ and 31.1
◦, and heavy to extra heavy crude oils have an APIg less than 22.3
◦. The concentration
of hydrocarbon chains of differing length and geometry as well as organic material present
generally varies based on the origin of the petroleum and oils with similar APIg do not
necessarily have the same distribution of hydrocarbon chains and organic materials.
The saturated hydrocarbon chains (also referred to as paraffins, waxes or n-alkanes),
which generally make up a significant percentage of the mass of crude oil, are prone to
crystallization at temperatures and pressures lower than those found in oil reservoirs. As
temperature decreases, the temperature at which the saturated hydrocarbons begin to change
phase from liquid to solid is referred to as the wax appearance temperature (WAT). In
general, as molecular weight of saturated hydrocarbons increases the temperature at which
saturated hydrocarbons come out of solution as solids increases (Garćıa & Urbina, 2003). The
WAT is also determined by the breadth of distribution of paraffins, with wider distributions
of carbon chain length resulting in a lower WAT (Garćıa, 2000; Ronningsen et al. , 1991;
Vazquez & Mansoori, 2000) Significant changes to the physical properties of oils can occur
below the WAT, and it is important to understand how these phase transitions influence the
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properties that determine acoustic scattering at oceanographically relevant temperature and
pressures.
In this study a review of the measurements of sound speed available in the literature was
performed and the results compared to Batzle & Wang (1992), a commonly used empirical
model of the physical properties of oil. Samples of four crude oils were then chemically
analyzed to quantify the concentration of saturated hydrocarbons and phase changes were
identified and quantified by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) over the relevant temper-
ature range. To adequately characterize oils for acoustic scattering applications, the density
and sound speed was measured over oceanographically relevant temperatures (-10 ◦C to 30
◦C). Sound speed was also measured at oceanographically relevant pressures (0 MPa to 13.79
MPa). Finally, these results were also compared to the Batzle & Wang (1992) empirically
derived model for sound speed and density of crude oils.
2.2 Literature Review
To evaluate the applicability of empirical models derived from measurements of oils at reser-
voir temperature and pressure to oceanographic conditions a literature review of available
sound speed data was performed. Targeted search criteria returned 985 papers. These pa-
pers were further refined by exclusion criteria (Appendix 2.6) designed to eliminate papers
with insufficient data for modeling sound speed. For example, papers that did not include
temperature and/or pressure of measurements were excluded. Following filtering by the ex-
clusion criteria only nine papers made measurements of the sound speed of crude oil with
sufficient data for modeling (Daridon et al. , 1998; Ball et al. , 2002; Meng et al. , 2006;
George et al. , 2008; Han et al. , 2010; Plantier et al. , 2008; Chaudhuri et al. , 2012; Bassett
et al. , 2016; Khelladi et al. , 2010). Of the measurements in those nine papers only 19.7%
were made at oceanographically relevant temperatures and pressures. While models derived
from reservoir temperatures and pressures may be relevant for oil exploration, the potential
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for phase changes in oils at lower temperatures and pressures limits the potential applica-
bility of these models to oceanographically relevant conditions. The available literature also
focuses primarily on heavy oils; 70% of measurements at oceanographically conditions fell
into this category.
In addition to the potentially limited applicability to oceanographic conditions, many of
the available models and equations of state rely on a priori knowledge of a wide range of
thermodynamic properties of oils (e.g. Gross & Sadowski (2001)). For oil spill responders
and researchers, such thorough examinations of oil properties are often unfeasible due to the
cost of characterization and limited access to large sample sizes. There are, however, simpler
models that require fewer input parameters.
The most widely cited empirical model is Batzle & Wang (1992) (hereafter referred to as
BW92) which empirically derives values for the sound speed and density of oil based solely
on APIg. Because the focus of BW92 was on reservoir conditions, the authors of BW92
limited their analysis of sound speed and density to data that does not include any phase
transitions. Oil density as a function of pressure is determined in BW92 by
ρp = ρo + (0.00277P − 1.61× 10−7P 3)(ρo − 1.15)2
+ 3.49× 10−4P,
(2.1)
where ρP is the oil density in kg/m
3 at pressure P in MPa, ρo is the oil density at atmospheric
pressure and 15.56 ◦C (APIg conditions). Temperature is accounted for according to
ρP,T =
ρp
[0.972 + 3.81× 10−4(T + 17.78)1.175]
, (2.2)
where ρP,T is the oil density as a function of pressure and temperature, T , in
◦C.
Figure 2.1 shows the residuals between BW92 and the sound speed data from seven of
the nine papers (RMS error 96.0 m/s). Two of the nine papers (Daridon et al. , 1998;
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of literature sound speed data and BW92 model as a function of
(A) temperature and (B) pressure. Residuals are the difference between the literature sound
speed and BW92 in m/s.
Khelladi et al. , 2010) did not have APIg or density data for the oils measured and there-
fore were excluded. BW92 overestimates the sound speed of light oils, RMS error = 211
m/s, underestimates medium and heavy oils, RMS error = 57 m/s and RMS error = 60
m/s respectively. BW92 increasingly underestimates the sound speed of heavy oil as the
temperature decreases.
The heavy oil data from the literature shows an exponential increase in sound speed at
temperatures below 20 ◦C that is not predicted by the BW92 model. Han et al. (2010)
proposed that this exponential increase was due to a phase transition in the oil that they
qualitatively referred to as the oil becoming “quasi-solid”. The transition to “quasi-solid”
state is presumably caused by the crystallization of waxes in the oils, however, the phase
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transition is not quantified by Han et al. (2010).
2.3 Materials and Methods
Samples of four different crude were obtained for analysis. The four oils studied are identified
by the geographic region from which they were extracted: Alaskan North Slope (APIg = 28.2
◦), Coal Oil Point, Califonia (APIg = 22.6
◦), Angolan Bavuca (APIg = 17.7
◦), and Angolan
Xikomba (APIg = 24.4
◦). The abbreviations ANS, COP, BAV, and XIK, respectively,
will serve to reference the specific oils when discussing their properties. Based on their
API gravities, ANS, COP and XIK are all medium oils while BAV is a heavy oil. All
oils were analyzed for saturated hydrocarbon concentration, and thermally characterized by
differential scanning calorimetry from −50 ◦C to 50 ◦C. Density was measured at ambient
pressure for temperatures from −10 ◦C to 30 ◦C in 5 ◦C increments. Sound speed was also
measured from −10 ◦C to 30 ◦C in 5 ◦C increments and at pressure from 0.10 MPa to 13.79
MPa in 3.45 MPa increments.
2.3.1 Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on an TA Instruments DSC Q20.
DSC analysis reveals phase changes occurring within oil samples by measuring the heat
flux required to change the temperature of a sample (Wunderlich, 1990). Deviations in the
first derivative of the heat flux as a function of temperature in the test sample reveal the
presence of a phase change over a temperature range. If the slope of heat flux as a function
of temperature is constant over a region, no phase change is occurring. Measurements were
performed by hermetically sealing each sample in an aluminum pan at atmospheric pressure.
Samples were then heated to 50 ◦C, isothermed for 3 minutes, then cooled to −50 ◦C and
isothermed again for 3 minutes. This was performed at 10 ◦C/min, 5 ◦C/min, and 3 ◦C/min.
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2.3.2 Saturated Hydrocarbons
Saturated hydrocarbon analysis (SHC) was performed by Alpha Analytical according to
EPA SW-846 method 8015D (US EPA, 2007). This method uses Gas Chromatography with
Flame Ionization Detector (GC/FID) to determine the concentration of 32 n-alkane hydro-
carbons (saturated hydrocarbons with only single covalent bonds) and selected isoprenoids
for carbon chains from 9 carbons to 40 carbons in length. The method also reports the total
concentration of saturated hydrocarbons along with the total petroleum hydrocarbons.
2.3.3 Density
Density was measured by calibrated hydrometers, FisherSci 11510B and 11510C, according
to ASTM D1298-12b. Approximately 250mL of each was oil transferred at room tempera-
ture into 300mL ungraduated cylinders and sealed with parafilm. The sealed cylinders and
hydrometers were placed in a temperature-controlled incubator, ESPEC BTL-433, which
was set to −10 ◦C. A NIST certified Omega Ultra Precise Platinum RTD temperature probe
(PMA-1/8-6-1/2-TS5; range: −100 ◦C to 250 ◦C, accuracy: 0.15 ◦C ± 0.002 |T|, where
T is the temperature of measurement) connected to a NIST certified Omega High Accu-
racy PT100 Input Thermometer (HH804U; accuracy 0.05%|T | ) was inserted through the
parafilm into the XIK sample, which had the highest heat capacity over the temperature
range as measured by DSC. Once the incubator temperature was stable, the samples were
given 1.5-hours to equilibrate. XIK reached a stable temperature of −9.8 ◦C after 45 min-
utes. Samples then sat for an additional 45-minutes to assure that the entire sample reached
equilibrium. Temperature inside the incubator was constantly recorded by an RBR solo T
Temperature Logger (accuracy ± 0.002 ◦C) recording at a 1-second sample rate. Hydrome-
ters were placed in each sample and allowed to equilibrate for 30 minutes. Each hydrometer
was read and recorded, noting the maximum height of the oil on the hydrometer. Corrections
for opaque liquid meniscus and glass expansion/contraction were made according to ASTM
D1298-12b. The temperature of the chamber was then set to −5 ◦C and once the tempera-
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ture in the chamber was stable, the samples were allowed 1-hour to equilibrate. These steps
were repeated to obtain measurements in 5 ◦C intervals from −10 ◦C to 30 ◦C.
2.3.4 Sound Speed
Figure 2.2: (A) Exploded exterior view of sound speed chamber with: (I) The piezoelectric
sandwich, (II) the endcaps, and (III) the fill and pressure ports. (B) Cross-sectional view of
interior of sound speed chamber with same labeling as (A) with the addition of (IV) the hole
through which the wires to the piezoelectric “sandwich” pass. (C) The piezoelectic sandwich.
The brass washers (i) are wired to the signal generator, with one washer wired to positive and
the other to negative. These washers sit flush against the face of the piezoelectric transducer
(ii). The washers and held apart and the entire sandwich held together by the plastic spacers
(iii) which also fit flush against the inside of the sound speed chamber. (Color Online).
Sound speed measurements were made using a system modified from the design by Dashti
& Riazi (2014). The chamber was vacuum filled to minimize air entrainment in the sample.
Sound was generated by a piezoelectric transducer held in the center of two cylindrical
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stainless-steel chambers (Figure 2.2). The transducer was driven by an Agilent Arbitrary
Waveform Generator, which drives an 10V peak-to-peak, five-cycle, 750 kHz pulse that
travels bi-directionally through the length of each chamber. No tapering window was applied
to the signal. The waves are reflected by the end caps and then return to the transducer. A
Tektronix TBS 1102B Digital Oscilloscope records the voltages associated with the reflected
waves. Data was recorded over a 100 µs window encompassing only the first and second
returns (excluding the transmit pulse and higher multiple returns) with a sample rate of
2.5 MHz. The Tektronix TBS 1102B Digital Oscilloscope records 16 individual wave forms,
coherently averages them together to reduce noise and outputs that average as a single
waveform. For a given temperature and pressure 100 of the outputted waveforms were
recorded.
Figure 2.3: Diagram of sound speed chamber temperature and pressure control and data
collection.
Figure 2.3 diagrams the environmental control and data recording set-up for sound speed
measurements. The internal pressure of the system was controlled by a precision pressure
control valve connected to a SCUBA tank. Pressure data was recorded by a NIST certified
Omega Digital Pressure Gauge (DPG409-3.5KG) with and accuracy of 0.08% of the full scale
(24 MPa). Temperature was controlled by placing the chamber in an insulated PVC housing
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connected to a PolyScience Programmable Temperature Controller. A 50/50 mixture of
water/ethylene glycol was used as the bath fluid to permit temperatures as low as −50 ◦C.
Temperature in the housing was recorded by a NIST certified Omega Ultra Precise Platinum
RTD temperature probe (PMA-1/8-6-1/2-TS5) connected to a NIST certified Omega High
Accuracy PT100 Input Thermometer (HH804U). Data recorded by the oscilloscope was
recorded in MATLAB. During temperature transitions, MATLAB was used to calculate
real-time sound speed using a single recorded waveform every ten seconds. When the sound
speed was constant (not changing by more than 0.1 m/s) over a 10-minute period, it was
determined that the oil had reached equilibrium with the fluid bath.
The path length difference between the two sides of the sound speed chamber was cali-
brated using ASTM Type 1 deionized water, as detailed in Appendix 2.7. The calibration
evaluated the effects of temperature and pressure on the path lengths and found that there
was no significant relationship between the estimates of ∆`, the difference in path length
between the sides of the chamber, and temperature, pressure or both. The mean path length
difference for all temperatures and pressures is 69.934mm ± 0.245mm (95% CI). For a 1500
m/s fluid this equates to an uncertainty in sound speed of ± 5.3 m/s.
Sound speed, c, is calculated by dividing the mean path length difference by the difference
in arrival time for the two waves according to,
c = ∆`/∆t, (2.3)










where σ` and σ∆t, are the standard deviations of the length and time difference respectively.
The 95% confidence intervals of all sound speed measurements was between 5.0 m/s and 5.4
m/s. Results agree well with the Belogol’skii et al. (1999) model for pure water (RMS error
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2.5 m/s, Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Sound speed of type 1 deonized water measured (markers) compared to Belo-
gol’skii et al. (1999) (lines).
Equation 2.3 was used to calculate sound speed for ANS, XIK, BAV and COP, using
the temperature and pressure independent estimate of ∆` from the DI water calibration
corrected for thermal expansion at the temperature of a given measurement.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results are summarized in Table 2.1. DSC did not
detect any phase changes in BAV over the measurement range, but did detect phase change
in ANS, XIK and COP. Enthalpy is the integrative measure of the magnitude of a phase
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transition and was the highest for COP and lowest for ANS. The phase transition is bounded
by the WAT (the temperature at which waxes begin to form) and the onset of melt (the value
below which no more waxes are solidifying). Peak melt temperature is the temperature at
which enthalpy is greatest in the transition. While COP has a higher overall enthalpy, the
majority of its phase transition occurs below the oceanographically relevant range. XIK has
the next highest enthalpy, and its phase transition occurs over almost the entire measurement
range. ANS has a much lower enthalpy, and while the transition is within the measurement
range, the overall magnitude of the transition is much smaller than XIK and COP.”
2.4.2 Saturated Hydrocarbons
XIK has the highest concentration of saturated hydrocarbons, relative to total petroleum
hydrocarbons, followed by COP, ANS, and BAV (Table 2.1). When comparing this data to
the DSC results above, oils that have a phase transition have higher percent saturation, the
ratio of saturated hydrocarbons to all hydrocarbons. XIK has the highest total saturated
hydrocarbon concentration at all molecular weights (Figure 2.5). This broad distribution of
saturated hydrocarbons and higher concentration of longer chain waxes results in the higher
enthalpy. While COP has a high concentration of saturated hydrocarbons, the concentra-
tion of high molecular weight paraffins is lower than XIK, contributing to the lower phase
transition temperature. ANS has a lower percent saturation, and fewer long chain satu-
rated hydrocarbons contributing to the lower total enthalpy. Since BAV only has a small
number of low molecular weight paraffins, it possesses a weak phase transition at very low
temperatures.
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Table 2.1: Phase transition and percent saturation for four crude oils. Phase transition
data is from DSC analysis. Percent saturation was determined by saturated hydrocarbon
analysis.
ANS XIK COP BAV
Enthalpy (J/g) 0.58 3.26 4.70 n/a
Onset of Melt (◦C) -13.7 -18.3 -40.9 n/a
Peak Melt Temperature (◦C) 3.08 7.62 -11.19 n/a
Wax Appearance Temperature (◦C) 14.68 20.66 19.60 n/a
Percent Saturation (%) 11.2 16.5 13.1 0.8
Figure 2.5: Concentration of saturated hydrocarbons by carbon chain length.
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2.4.3 Density
All oils have an inverse relationship between temperature and density (Figure 2.6). BAV,
COP and ANS all have similar relationships between temperature and density, regardless of
the presence of a phase transition as detected by DSC. Below the WAT, XIK transitioned
from liquid to higher density waxy solid, with an increasingly rapid rise in density with
decreasing temperature. Below the peak melt temperature the viscosity of XIK was too high
for measurements of density to be made (the hydrometer was effectively stuck in place).
Figure 2.6: Density results comparing measured (markers), empirically derived model in this
study (solid lines) and BW92 (dashed lines).
APIg for use in the BW92 model was calculated by fitting a second order polynomial to
the data to get the density at 15.5 ◦C. BW92 slightly over-predicts the density for all oils
(Figure 2.6), except for XIK at 10 ◦C, where BW92 under-predicts density. The RMS error
for the BW92 model for all oils is 25.9 kg/m3.
To improve on BW92, an empirically fit model was developed. A stepwise regression
was computed using input parameters APIg and temperature. Coefficients were calculated
for both input parameters as well as linear and quadratic combinations of these parameters.
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Any input parameters or combinations with correlation p-values less than 0.05 were rejected
(Draper & Smith, 1998). XIK was excluded from the modeling analysis: in order to ac-
curately model the relationship between density and temperature for oils with a significant
phase transition similar to that seen for XIK would require more than two measurements
below the phase transition temperature. Therefore, this empirically derived model is appli-
cable only to oils with either no phase transition over the modeled range (BAV), or a very
weak transition over the modeled range (ANS and COP). The result is a six-term equation
for the density of crude oil as a function of temperature with inputs ρ0, density (kg/m
3) at
API conditions (15.56 ◦C and 0.1MPa), and T , the temperature in ◦C,




with coefficients in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Coefficients for empirically derived model in this study for density and sound
speed.




C3 1.527× 10−3 -50.25
C4 −3.405× 10−3 2.0402× 10−2
C5 −1.255× 10−3 8.7438× 10−3
C6 – 0.95175
The new model has RMS error equal to 2.0 kg/m3, including XIK (1.1 kg/m3 excluding
XIK).
2.4.4 Sound Speed
Sound speed decreases with increasing temperature and decreasing pressure. The three
medium oils all have similar sound speeds, while BAV has a sound speed on the order of 75
m/s higher for all temperature and pressures (Figure 2.7). At 5 ◦C BAV showed exceptionally
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Figure 2.7: Measured sound speed (markers) and empirically derived model from this study
(lines).
high signal attenuation, to the point that there was no detection from the longer side of the
chamber and a very low amplitude signal from the short side. Below 5 ◦C no echoes were
detected. Due to the low signal to noise ratio, no reliable measurements of sound speed were
possible below 10 ◦C for BAV.
BW92 predicts significant deviations from the measured sound speeds, RMS error 42.5
m/s and largest magnitude residual −74.6 m/s (Figure 2.8). A new empirical model was
derived using a stepwise regression analysis. Regression coefficients were calculated for all
input parameters (temperature, sound speed and APIg) as well as all linear and quadratic
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combinations of parameters. Any coefficients with regression p-values greater than 0.05 were
excluded. The result is a seven-term model with inputs T , temperature in ◦C, P , pressure
in MPa, and APIg,
c =C0 + C1T + C2P + C3API




with coefficients listed in Table 2.2. The RMS error for the new model is 7.4 m/s with
maximum residual 28.2 m/s (Figure 2.8). This empirical model provides a better fit than
BW92 over oceanographically relevant temperatures and pressures while still only including
temperature, pressure and APIg as input parameters.
Figure 2.8: Residuals for sound speed measured in the present work and newly derived model
compared to residuals for sound speed measured in the present work and BW92. A.) ANS,
B.) XIK, C.) COP, D.) BAV.
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The empirical model derived in this study was compared to literature values for oceano-
graphically relevant temperatures and pressures. The new empirical model is a marginally
better predictor of sound speed for literature data, RMS error 76.3 m/s compared to 84.9
m/s for BW92. The literature data includes three measurements of light oils whose API
gravities are much higher than the oils analyzed here (two measurements of APIg 37.7
◦ and
one of 45.6 ◦). The empirical model derived here is a poor predictor of sound speed for light
oils, due to lack of light oil measurements. If the three measurements of light oils are removed
from both BW92 and the new empirical model, the RMS error for the new model improves
to 55.1 m/s while BW92 RMS error stays relatively unchanged, 85.2 m/s. For medium and
heavy oils, the new empirical model is a better predictor of sound speed (Figure 2.9).
2.4.5 Implications for Scattering Models
The broadband acoustic backscatter from a 2 mm radius spherical COP droplet at 15 ◦C and
ambient pressure (0.1 MPa) is analyzed here as an illustrative example of the importance
of well-constrained acoustic properties. A wide range of frequencies are used to detect and
quantify oil from shipboard instruments in the 100’s of kHz range to MHz imagining sonars.
The example here focuses on the lower, shipboard frequencies. The sound speed for COP oil
measured in this study at 15 ◦C and 0.1 MPa is 1434.3 ±5.03 m/s. Using the empirically
derived model in this study, the sound speed is 1438.4 ±14.8 m/s, while the BW92 model
provides a sound speed of 1491.9 ±85 m/s. The density of COP measured in this study
at these same conditions is 915.0 kg/m3, for the empirical model in this study the density
is predicted to be 917.4 ±2.24 kg/m3 and the empirical BW92 model predicts 921.5 ±12.0
kg/m3. Figure 2.10 shows the results of the Anderson (1950) scattering model for a 2 mm
radius spherical droplet using the three different acoustic impedances - measured in this
study, predicted by the empirical model derived in this study and according to the BW92
empirical model. The surrounding medium was assumed to be seawater with density = 1026
kg/m3 and sound speed 1473 m/s. The newly derived model is a better predictor of the peak
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TS as well as the frequency range of the null, two important factors for inverting scattering
models to predict droplet properties.
Another example of the importance of well-constrained acoustic properties is in modeling
the reflection of sound generated in the water column and reflected from oil layers. Such
scattering is most accurately modeled as a three-layer problem, however for brevity and
simplicity it is modeled here as a two layer-problem where the oil and water both occupy a half
space. When the interface between the fluids is acoustically smooth, the reflected energy is a
function of the mismatch in the acoustic impedance. As the difference in acoustic impedance
across the water-oil interface approaches zero, little energy is reflected. At oceanographically
relevant temperatures and pressure the conditions under which the detection of oil layers is
difficult depends on the acoustic properties of both the water and oil. Figure 2.11 shows
modeled reflection coefficients from an acoustically smooth water-oil interface over a range
of API gravities and water temperatures. Modeled oil temperature are at equilibrium with
the water. Local minima occur from −2 ◦C to 15 ◦C for oils with API gravities between 15
◦ - 37 ◦. Notably, at the lowest modeled temperatures when conditions would be consistent
with an oil layer under ice light and heavy oils would be more difficult to detect than
medium oils. The minima for medium oil occurs at higher temperatures, up to 12 ◦C, and
is mostly likely to occur for oil at the sea surface when ice is not present. In the case
of a three-medium problem, the oil-water layer would effectively disappear, and reflection
would occur from the fluid/ice or fluid/atmosphere interface. These results demonstrate
the importance of adequately constrained acoustic properties when setting thresholds for
detecting and quantifying crude oil in ocean environments.
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Figure 2.9: Residuals between literature values for sound speed and the empirical equation
from this study as well as BW92. A.) Medium Oil, B.) Heavy Oil.
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Figure 2.10: Acoustic scattering predicted by Anderson (1950) using the measured
impedance (dotted line), impedance predicted by BW92 (dashed) and impedance predicted
by the empirically derived model in this study (solid line) for a COP droplet at 25 ◦C.
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Figure 2.11: Reflection coefficients for an acoustically smooth water-oil interface as a func-
tion of API gravity and temperature assuming that the oil and water temperatures are at
equilibrium (Clay & Medwin, 1977). The acoustic properties of the oil are determined by the
empirically derived model (Eqs. 2.5 and 2.6) at atmospheric pressure and the water has a
salinity of 30 psu. Local minima in the reflection coefficient curve highlight the combinations
of oil and water properties that would make the detection of thin oil layers difficult using
acoustic scattering techniques.
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2.5 Conclusions
The empirical models derived in this study are limited in sound speed to medium and heavy
oils, and in density to oils that do not have a large phase transition in the temperature range.
More data is need, including phase transition information, in order to expand this model
and determine its applicability to light oils and to oils where waxes become solid over the
range of interest.
Active acoustic measurements are a powerful tool that can be used along with other
techniques to detect and quantify oil in oceanographic applications. While acoustic scattering
techniques may be used to detect oil droplets or oil layers without a priori knowledge of the
acoustic properties of the oil, quantification of volumes in oil layers and fluxes associated with
oil droplets is contingent upon acoustic properties that are adequately constrained. Complex
models requiring a wide range of physical and thermodynamic oil properties as inputs may
improve accuracy, however, researchers and oil spill responders often do not have the time
or sample volume to obtain a wide range of properties. We propose a simpler empirical
model, requiring only the APIg and environmental conditions (temperature and pressure) to
predict density and sound speed at environmental conditions relevant to oil in the ocean. Our
model shows significant improvement over the relevant environmental conditions compared
to BW92, which was derived from conditions relevant to oil in subsurface reservoirs. When
direct measurements of sound speed and density are unavailable, this empirical model can
be used to improve the accuracy of predictions of acoustic scattering used to estimate oil
flux in the water column and oil layer thickness, both of which are crucial to determining
the natural background levels of hydrocarbons in the environment and the environmental
impact of anthropogenic spills.
The literature review provided examples of where heavy oils showed an exponential in-
crease in sound speed at low temperatures due to what was qualitatively described as a
transition to a “quasi-solid” state (Han et al. , 2010). By contrast, the present study found
that solidification of waxes can occur in medium oils, but that phase transition did not sig-
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nificantly impact the sound speed as a function of temperature over the range studied here.
However, the present study focused on a relatively narrow temperature range and it may
be the case that the sound speed changes exponentially with temperature over a broader
range. The empirical model derived here is more applicable to oceanographically relevant
conditions than a model derived from higher temperature and pressure measurements. More
samples of heavy, medium and light crudes that show solid wax formation over the relevant
temperature range are needed to fully determine how this transition affects sound speed and
to model how the transition impacts density.
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2.6 Appendix A: Literature Review
A review of primary scientific literature was performed using the Web of Science database
using the following terms: “sound speed” OR “speed of sound” OR “sound velocity” OR
“velocity of sound” OR “wave velocity” OR “wave speed” OR “seismic properties”) AND
(Oil OR Hydrocarbons OR Crude OR Petroleum OR “pore fluid”). These keywords were
designed to capture any study that either directly measures, or uses other physical parameters
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to determine, the speed of sound in crude oil, as well as any models for the sound speed of
oil based on other physical properties. The search returned an initial pool of 985 papers.
These papers were screened for relevance to the topic of interest. Papers were then screened
and excluded if:
1. They did not contain measurements of sound speed or derivation of sound speed from
other physical properties
2. Sound speed measurements were not associated with a density, APIg or APIg based
classification (Light, Medium, Heavy or Extra Heavy).
3. Experiments were performed using hydrocarbons not derived from or composed of
crude petroleum.
4. Mineral oils were excluded.
5. The same data was used in multiple papers. In this case only the earliest publication
of those same results was recorded.
6. They were not studies of hydrocarbon mixtures of greater than three different length
hydrocarbon chains
7. Papers did not include either temperature or pressure data
8. They did not report sufficient data for inclusion in analysis
9. Oil-in-water mixtures were excluded.
10. Seismic studies were excluded.
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2.7 Appendix B: Sound Speed Chamber Deionized Wa-
ter Calibration
The sound speed chamber was calibration using ASTM Type I deionized water. Sound speed
measurements were made at 5 ◦C increments from 5 ◦C to 30 ◦C and 3.4 MPa increments
from 0.1 MPa to 13.8 MPa. Each recorded time series from the transducer was filtered using
a fifth order Butterworth bandpass filter to decrease out-of-band noise.
Analytical forms of each waveform were then normalized to their peak value and auto-
correlated (Figure 2.12). The difference in time between the peak of the correlation from
the echo from the shorter side (t1) and the peak of the correlation from the longer side (t2)
gives the difference in time of flight for each pressure and temperature, ∆tT,P , for the two
chambers (∆tT,P = t2 − t1). The sound speed of distilled water, cref, was modeled according
to Belogol’skii et al. (1999) and was used to calculate the difference in path length between
the two sides of the chamber for each temperature and pressure according to
∆`′P,T = cref(∆tP,T ), (2.7)
Each difference in path length is then corrected for the difference in length of each section
of the chamber caused by thermal expansion,
∆`P,T = ∆`
′
P,T − 2`2αL(T − 23)− 2`1αL(T − 23) , (2.8)
where `2 = 110 mm is the length of the longer chamber at 23
◦C according to the design,
`1 = 70 mm is the length of the shorter chamber at 23
◦C according to the design and αL =
16.6× 10−6m/m/K is the coefficient of thermal linear expansion for stainless steel (ASTM
A276 - 98b, 2017). The estimates of ∆`P,T were then regressed against temperature, pressure
and temperature and pressure combined.
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Figure 2.12: (A) Raw waveform showing the return from the shorter side and the lower
amplitude return from the second side. (B) Autocorrelation of (A) with times used to
calculate sound speed labeled.
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Abstract
Improved in-situ quantification of oil in the marine environment is critical for informing
models of fate and transport, and for evaluating the resiliency of marine communities to oil
spills. Broadband acoustic backscatter has been used to quantify a variety of targets in the
water column; from fish and planktonic organisms to gas bubbles and oceanic microstructure,
and shows promise for use in quantifying oil droplets. Quantifying water column targets with
broadband acoustic backscatter relies on accurate models of a target’s frequency dependent
target strength, a function of the target’s acoustic impedance, shape and size. Previous
acoustic quantification of oil droplets has assumed that droplets were spheres. In this study,
broadband (100.5 - 422 kHz) acoustic backscatter from individual oil droplets was measured
and the frequency dependent target strength compared to a model of acoustic scattering
from fluid spheres and to two models for more complex shapes. Droplets of three different
crude oils, two medium oils and one heavy oil, were quantified and all droplets were oblate
spheroids. The impact of the deviation from sphericity on the accuracy of each model was
determined. If an inversion of the model for spherical droplets were used to estimate flux
from acoustic observations, errors in the predicted volume of a droplet were between 30 %
to 50 %. The heavy oil also showed deviations in predicted volume of 20 % to 40 % when
using the two models for more complex shapes.
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3.1 Introduction
Improved acoustic methodologies for the detection and quantification of oil in the marine
environment are necessary for determining the extent and fate of oil spills, as well as the
natural background level of oil in the marine environment. During the Deep Water Horizon
(DWH) spill, high frequency (above 1 MHz) acoustic systems were deployed to the leaking
well site to determine the flux of oil and gas from the wellhead (Camilli et al. , 2012). Lower
frequency (200 kHz) ship mounted echo sounders were also used to detect oil from a greater
range and to determine flux in the water column (Weber et al. , 2012). Both methods
estimated a similar concentration of oil, however, they also relied on assumptions about the
size and shape of droplets to determine flux from acoustic scattering.
Droplet size is crucial to determining fate and transport of oil in the marine environment,
as it is a key component in determining both droplet rise rate and bioremediation rate. As
droplet size decreases surface area to volume ratio increases exposing more oil to hydrocarbon
consuming bacteria. In fact, oil spill responders take advantage of the enhanced bioremedi-
ation provided by smaller droplets by adding chemical dispersants to decrease droplet size.
Estimates of the initial diameter of droplets released from the DWH spill range from 300
µm to 10 mm for droplets formed without the addition of chemical dispersants, and from 10
µm-1000 µm for droplets formed after the addition of dispersants (Socolofsky et al. , 2011;
North et al. , 2015; Zhao et al. , 2014). The wide range of droplet size estimates is due in part
to a lack of in-situ verification of droplet size. Broadband acoustics offer the opportunity to
quantify oil droplet size in-situ, which in turn will improve determination of the fate of oil
in the marine environment.
Broadband acoustic backscatter has been used to differentiate between plankton and
turbulent microstructure (Lavery et al. , 2010), to quantify bubbles under breaking waves
(Medwin & Breitz, 1989; Terrill & Melville, 2000; Vagle & Farmer, 1992), and as an aid
for classifying fish species (Holliday, 1972; Thompson & Love, 1996; Stanton et al. , 2010).
The quantification and classification of these targets relies on well constrained models of
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frequency dependent target strength (TS), a measure of the strength of backscatter that
is a function of the target’s size, shape and contrast in sound speed and density between
the target and the surrounding medium. TS is the ratio of the backscattered intensity
to the incident intensity and is independent of the incident power. The broadband TS of
weak scatterers, such as oil droplets, has a characteristic peak and null structure where
the amplitude of peaks and frequency of nulls are used to classify targets. Modeling the
amplitude of peaks and frequency of nulls requires precise knowledge of the sound speed and
density of oil, which at oceanographic conditions, can be difficult to determine due to phase
changes in oil. The sound speed and density are predictable for some oils at oceanographically
relevant temperatures and pressures (Loranger et al. , 2018). If the impedance and shape
are known, inversions of scattering models for individual scatterers can be used to determine
the remaining model input: size.
Jech et al. (2015) and Stanton & Chu (2000) review a variety of acoustic scattering
models of increasing complexity, both computationally and in terms of the target shape.
Weber et al. (2012) used a simplified model of acoustic scattering that assumes droplets
were spherical to determine oil flux during the DWH Spill. However, oil droplets can vary in
shape depending on the size and physical properties of the oil (Clift et al. , 1978; Pedersen,
2016). The degree to which oil droplets deviate from the spherical shape assumed by Weber
et al. (2012) and the impact of the deviations on acoustic scattering, and ultimate predictions
of droplet size, is unknown.
In this study broadband (100.5 kHz - 442 kHz) acoustic backscatter from crude oil
droplets in freshwater was measured. Droplets of varying material properties, size and shape
were generated by a novel droplet making device and the size and shape were measured by
a calibrated machine visions camera. The material properties of the oils was measured and
described in (Loranger et al. , 2018). The measured TS of droplets was compared to three
increasingly complex models of scattering from fluid targets; Anderson (1950) for simple
spheres, the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA)(Stanton et al. , 1998), an esti-
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mation of scattering for more complex shapes, and finally the Boundary Element Method
(BEM)(Okumura et al. , 2003; Francis & Foote, 2003), a more computationally complex
model for complex shapes, to determine how well each model agrees with empirically mea-
sured broadband backscatter.
3.2 Materials
Three different crude oils, identified by geographic origin of the sample, were used in this
study: Alaska North Slope (ANS), Angolan Xikomba (XIK) and Angolan Bavuca (BAV).
Table 3.1 lists the properties of these oils at the experimental temperature, 21.6 ◦C and
atmospheric pressure, based on measurements by Loranger et al. (2018). Viscosity was mea-
sured by a rotational viscometer (Brookfield Ametek LVDV1M Viscometer, ASTM D7867-13
(2013)). Surface tension for each oil in deionized water and in simulated seawater (Salinity
35 ppt; Kester et al. (1967)) was measured by the Center for Complex Fluids at Carnegie
Mellon University (Alvarez et al. , 2010) at 21.0 ±0.5 ◦C. The acoustic experiments were
conducted in a 12 m x 18 m x 6 m (length x width x depth) freshwater tank at the University
of New Hampshire. Properties of the tank water are listed in Table 3.1. Temperature was
measured by an RBRsolo T Temperature Logger (accuracy ± 0.002 ◦C) and sound speed
calculated according to Bilaniuk & Wong (1993). A nominal value of 998 kg/m3 was assumed
for density.
Table 3.1: Physical properties of the fluids used in this study. All values are for atmospheric
pressure and 21.6 ◦C. Interfacial tension values are for oil and simulated sea water / deionized
water
ANS XIK BAV Tank Water
API Gravity (◦) 28.2 24.2 17.7 N/A
Density (kg/m3) 878.5 875.7 942.2 998
Sound Speed (m/s) 1399.7 1403.5 1471.1 1487.2
Viscosity (cP) 17.1 31.3 650.0 0.9
Surface Tension (mN/m) 20.3/26.2 24.0/23.5 27.1/26.7 N/A
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3.3 Models
The experimental results are compared to broadband backscattering modeled by three com-
monly used models; the modal solution derived by Anderson (1950), the distorted wave
Born approximation (DWBA)(Stanton et al. , 1998), and the Boundary Element Method
(BEM)(Okumura et al. , 2003; Francis & Foote, 2003). The Anderson model assumes that
targets have spherical symmetry, while the DWBA can be used for more complex shapes,
however it assumes that targets are weakly scattering. The BEM is valid for complex shapes
and for a variety of boundary conditions; however, it is much more computationally expen-
sive than the Anderson (1950) model and the DWBA. For all of the models it is assumed that
the material properties are homogeneous throughout the droplet and the effects of dispersion
and attenuation within the target are negligible.
The droplets in this experiment rose to the surface with their axis of symmetry per-
pendicular to the water surface and the incident and reflected waves parallel to the axis
of symmetry. Experimental results were limited to droplets that were within 3 degrees of
the maximum response angle of the transducer, and therefore the maximum deviation from
normal incidence is three degrees, a deviation that does not significantly impact model re-
sults. The DWBA and BEM were computed for droplets that are oblate spheroids and the
Anderson model for equivalent volume spheres.
The subscripts t and w below indicate that the variable is in reference to the target or
surrounding medium respectively. The details of the models below are intended to provide
a physical insight into the model methodologies and are in no way meant to be a rigorous
derivation.
3.3.1 Anderson Sphere Model
Taking advantage of the symmetry of a spherical target, Anderson (1950) calculated the
exact modal solution for sound scattering from a plane wave incident on a fluid sphere, and
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it has been used to predict scattering from many different targets assumed to be spheres
including euphausiids and oil droplets Kristensen & Dalen (1986); Weber et al. (2012). The
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jn is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order n where a prime denotes the
derivative with respect to the argument, yn is the spherical Neumann function where a
prime denotes the derivative with respect to the argument, k is the acoustic wavenumber
of the target, a is the radius of the sphere, g is the density ratio (ρt/ρw), h is the sound
speed ratio (ct/cw), ρ is the density, c is the sound speed of target and the subscripts t and
w denote the target and surrounding medium respectively.
The target strength (TS) is related to fbs by,
TS = 10 log10(|fbs|2) (3.4)
The Anderson model in this study was evaluated by taking the sum of the first ka+20 terms
(n = ka + 20) which provides for convergence of the solution relative to a precision of 0.1
dB (Jech et al. , 2015).
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3.3.2 Distorted Wave Born Approximation
Scattering from a plane wave incident on the target can be approximated by the distorted
wave Born approximation (DWBA). The born approximation assumes that a target is weakly
scattering and that therefore the total field at a point is approximately equal to the incident
field. The DWBA has been used to predict the scattering from a variety of biological targets
including copepods, euphausiids, krill and squid Chu et al. (1993); Jones et al. (2009);
Stanton & Chu (2000). For the DWBA, scattering is calculated with the magnitude of the
incident acoustic wave number determined by the sound speed of the scatterer (hence the
term distorted). The DWBA is valid over all ranges of angles of incidence (Stanton et al.
, 1998; Stanton & Chu, 2000). The general form of the Born approximation is a volume








where γκ is the compressibility parameter ((κt− κw)/κw) and κ is compressibility ((ρc2)−1),
γρ is the density parameter ((ρt − ρw)/ρt), (~ki) is the acoustic wavenumber vector, rv is
the position vector of the volume and v is the volume of body. The distorted wave born
approximation replaces (~ki) with the wavenumber vector whose magnitude is determined by
the material properties of the target (~ki)t (Stanton et al. , 1993). Stanton et al. (1998) solve
the volume integral for an object whose cross section is circular at every point along the
lengthwise axis (i.e. a cylinder or disk) where the radius of the cross section can vary as a
function of position on the lengthwise axis (a deformed cylinder or disk) and the orientation
of the cross section can also vary as a function of position (a bent cylinder or disk Figure 3.1).
For an unbent cylinder, such as an oblate spheroidal oil droplet, the volume integral reduces







~ki)t•~rpos × aJ1(2kta cos θ)
cos θ
|d ~rpos| , (3.6)
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where ~rpos is the position vector of the axis of the cylinder, J1 is the spherical Bessel function
of the first kind of order 1 and θ is the angle of orientation of the body relative to the direction
of the incident wave. The droplets in this study had an unbent axis of symmetry parallel to
the incident and reflected waves resulting in end-on ensonification for all cross-sections. For
end-on ensonification, where the incident wave is in the same direction as rpos, θ is equal to
90 ◦ (0 ◦ is broadside incidence) and the dot product (~ki)t • ~rpos reduces to |kt||rpos|. The
discontinuity in the integral at 90 ◦ can be approximated by calculating the limit of fbs as it
approaches 90 ◦ from both sides.
The integral solution was approximated with a rectangle rule, using cross-sections of
thickness 1µm, less than 1/1000 of a wavelength for all frequencies.
Figure 3.1: Geometry of incident wave, (~ki)t, and an oblate oil droplet for end-on ensonifi-
cation for use in the DWBA. ~rpos is the position vector and a( ~rpos) is the radius of cylinder
of thickness d ~rpos, at position ~rpos.
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3.3.3 Boundary Element Method
The Boundary Element Method (BEM) breaks the surface of a target into a finite number
of geometric shaped elements (Figure 3.2). It can be used to approximate scattering of
an incident plane wave from spheres and from more complex shapes. BEM has previously
been used successfully to model backscatter by gas and weakly scattering targets, including
bubbles, fish swimbladders, and swimbladder like shapes (see e.g. Francis & Foote (2003);
Okumura et al. (2003)).
Figure 3.2: Geometery of incident wave, pinc, on a droplet Ω with surface Γ. Γ is divided
into surface elements a location mathbfxi with vector normal to the element surface n. The
incident wave travels parallel to the axis of symmetry of the oblate spheroidal droplet.
For computing the BEM, three dimensional models of droplets were generated using Mat-
lab and the surface of the models was meshed using Netgen v5.3. The number of mesh nodes
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per acoustic wavelength exceeded 10 for the shortest wavelengths used during simulation.
Convergence tests were performed with varying mesh densities performed prior to the sim-
ulations. The acoustic wave equation was solved using an computational boundary element
platform (BEM++ v 2.0.3; Śmigaj et al. (2015)) for an plane wave incident on the droplet
and traveling parallel to the radius of symmetry of the droplet.
A droplet Ω with surface Γ and sound speed, ct and density ρt was embedded in an
infinite homogeneous isotropic medium with sound speed, cw and density ρw. Propagation
of time harmonic acoustic waves are described by the Helmholtz equation for the interior
and exterior of the droplet as
∆p(x) + k2int p(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ Ω (3.7)
∆p(x) + k2ext p(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ R3\Ω (3.8)
where kt and kw are the acoustic wavenumber of the droplet and embedding medium
respectively, and p(x) is the pressure perturbation of the element on the droplet surface at
x. Boundary conditions on the surface Γ are given by
γint0 p(x) = γ
ext
0 p(x), ∀x ∈ Γ (3.9)
ρ−1int γ
ext




1 p(x), ∀x ∈ Γ (3.10)
The backscattered pressure pscat(x), generated by an incident plane wave described by
pinc(x) incident on the droplet, fulfills the Helmholtz equation for the embedding domain,
p(x) = pscat(x) + pinc(x), ∀x ∈ R3\Ω (3.11)
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The integral-equation formulations utilized for the simulations of backscatter from the
oil droplets are described by Kleinman & Martin (1988) which is free from the irregular
frequency problem. This implementation was validated for weakly scattering targets against
the prolate spheroid modal series model (PSMS) computed from 12 to 200 kHz (Jech et al.
, 2015).




A droplet making device was designed and built for the generation of individual oil droplets
of a consistent and adjustable size (Figure 3.3). The droplet maker consisted of an oil
reservoir and needle manifold. A compressed air source was connected to the reservoir via a
precision air pressure regulator that supplied sufficiently high pressure to push the viscous
oil through the reservoir and needle manifold while being kept low enough to release only
individual droplets. Minor adjustments to air pressure allowed for control of the release rate
of droplets, limiting the rate so that only a single droplet was present in the water column
at any given time.
Droplet size was controlled by the size of needles through which oil was released. The
interior radius of the needle, pressure applied by the air source and surface tension of the oil
determined the droplet size. Larger needle size resulted in larger droplets for an individual
oil, while an oil with higher surface tension resulted in larger droplets emanating from the
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same needle size compared to a lower surface tension oil. A circular manifold of four different
sized needles was connected to the oil reservoir. A drive belt connected the needle manifold
to a stepper-motor that was controlled from the surface, allowing the user to change the
needle size without recovering the droplet making system from the bottom of the tank.
Once aligned, oil could only pass through the selected needle.
The filled reservoir and needle rosette, along with the imaging system (see below) were
deployed to the bottom of the 12 m x m 18 x 6 m (length x width x depth) fresh water
tank at UNH and allowed at least an hour to equilibrate with the tank. Tank temperature
was measured by two RBR temperature probes, one at the surface and one attached to the
droplet making system. Once released, droplets rose to the surface of the tank where they
were collected for eventual disposal.
3.4.2 Imaging System
As the droplets were released from the needle manifold the size was measured by a calibrated
machine vision camera (Edmond Optics EO-1312 1.3 Megapixel Color USB 3.0 Camera with
C Series 25mm Fixed Focal Length Imaging Lens; Figure 3.3). The machine vision camera
had a very narrow depth (1.5 cm between the front and back focal planes) of field so that
objects in focus in the foreground were of similar size to objects in focus the background.
The camera sat atop a platform that allowed the camera to be moved in two-dimensions
parallel to the tank bottom. Two stepper motors controlled from the surface of the tank
were used to position the camera. One motor was used to focus the fixed focal length camera
by moving the camera toward and away from a target and the other motor is used to move
the camera in the perpendicular direction to position the target in the center of the frame.
The camera system was calibrated by focusing on a 3-D printed checkerboard of two-
millimeter boxes that filled the camera frame, positioned at the same range from the camera
face as the oil-releasing needle. The camera position was adjusted so that the target was in
the center of the focal plane. The camera recorded a still-frame image of the checkerboard
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3: a. Top down view and b. side on perspective of droplet making and imaging
system. 1: High definition machine vision camera. 2: Needle rosette. 3: Calibration target.
4: Stepper motors. 5: Oil Reservoir. 6. LED light panel. The stepper motors on the camera
platform move the camera in two dimensions parallel to the bottom of the platform. The
camera is moved perpendicular to the face of the calibration target to focus on the plane
containing the target and needle. The camera is then moved from the calibration to the
target to the needle rosette. pinc indicates the direction of the incident wave from the echo
sounders at the tank surface.
at the bottom of the tank, and the vertical and horizontal pixel size of the image was
calibrated and analyzed to check for image distortion. The mean pixel size for both vertical
and horizontal pixels was found to be 0.0476 ± 0.0006 mm/pixel and no distortion in the
rectified images was detected. The error in the pixel size measurement (± 0.0006 mm/pixel)
was equal to the difference in pixel size between the foreground and background focal planes
(0.0012 mm/pixel).
An LED light panel backlit the droplets to maximize the contrast between droplets and
the background. Individual frames from the recorded video were analyzed in MATLAB. Each
frame containing a droplet was converted to gray scale, normalized to the maximum intensity
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.4: a: Image processing example for oil droplet. Droplets are released at a rate so
that only a single droplet is in frame. b: Zoom in on the droplet from A with the outline of
the assumed oblate spheroid shape overlaid (cyan line) showing how well the oblate shape
fits the edge detect (yellow line)
in the frame and then converted to a binary image with threshold of 0.17. Droplets were
defined by finding components with a connectivity of eight pixels. The boundary, centroid,
major radius, minor radius, and orientation of the radii were then estimated for each droplet
(Figure 3.4). Images containing droplets were manually scrutinized to remove erroneous
detections (e.g., where the droplet was too far to the side of the frame to be adequately
characterized, another object was in frame, or some other anomalous issue resulted in an
inadequate characterization of a droplet).
The calibration of the imaging system was verified using opaque black spherical beads.
Individual beads were manually dropped through a syringe and fell through water in the
focal plane of the camera. Three or four frames were captured for each bead. The major and
minor radius for each frame containing a bead was calculated using the above method, and
the three or four measurements of each bead averaged together. The major and minor radii
calculated by the imaging system were then compared to measurements made by a Mitutoyo
PH-A14 Horizontal Profile Projector, in air. Two different bead size ranges were used. The
major radius of the larger calibration spheres varied from 1.024 to 1.247 mm (0.910 to 1.081
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mm minor radius) and the smaller spheres had a major radius range of 0.616 to 0.694 mm
(0.539 to 0.673 mm minor radius), according to the Projector. For all targets the RMS error
between the camera and microscope measurements of the major and minor radii was 0.028
mm (a little over half a pixel), and there was no relationship between error and target size.
3.4.3 Broadband Acoustic System
Three Kongsberg split-beam, piston-type transducers, an ES120, ES200 and ES333, were
deployed at the surface of the UNH fresh-water tank inside of an oil collection ring. Each of
the three transducers has a 7◦ (1-way) beam pattern at its center frequency (120 kHz, 200 kHz
and 333 kHz). The transducers were connected to Kongsberg EK80 wide band transceivers
(WBTs) enabling broadband transmission and reception on the three echo sounders. One
millisecond linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulses were sequentially transmitted from
each transducer with bandwidths covering 95-150 kHz, 160-250 kHz and 280-450 kHz. The
WBTs apply a Tukey window to the transmit signal, resulting in tapered regions within the
transmitted frequencies. The low SNR in the tapered region resulted in the exclusion of
those frequencies from analysis. The ratio of the tapered bandwidth to total transmitted
bandwidth was 0.20, 0.13 and 0.11 for the ES120, ES200 and ES333, respectively. Data
analysis was restricted to frequencies not in the tapered region: 100.5-145.5, 166.5-244.5 and
290-442 kHz for the ES120, ES200 and ES333 respectively. The transducers were calibrated
according to the method described by (Demer et al. , 2015). Transducers were positioned
directly above the droplet making system so that droplets were ensonified from above as
they rose to the tank surface.
The waveforms from the four quadrants recorded by the WBTs were summed and match
filtered using an idealized transmit signal (Weber & Ward, 2015). Droplets were identified
in the echogram and the Fourier transform computed for 250 samples around each droplet,
avoiding the transmit pulse and bottom return. The resulting frequency resolution for the
ES120 and ES200 was 500 Hz and 1 kHz for the ES333. The frequency domain results
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An average of 4.5 video frames were recorded for each droplet. The major and minor radius
were measured for each frame and averaged together for each droplet in the same manner
as the bead calibration. The radius of a sphere of equivalent volume was calculated for each
frame from the major and minor radii and averaged together in the same manner.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.5: Grouped major radius results for XIK. a. Sorted major radii for all droplets (red
circles) organized into 100µm wide groups (black boxes) with group number labeled, showing
the uneven distribution of radii across the size range and within groups. b. Distribution of
radii measurements in group four showing the approximately normal distribution of droplets
within a group. The mean (red dashed line) and 95% confidence intervals (blue dotted line)
are shown.
Droplet size was not evenly distributed across the range of sizes. There are four main
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divisions of droplets, one for each of the four needles. Within each of the main divisions,
droplets were sorted into 100µm (approximately 2 pixel) wide groups by their mean major
radius (Figure 3.5A). The droplets were grouped to save computing time for BEM. The
occurrence of multiple groups of droplets for a single needle were the results of pressure
changes during droplet formation. Droplets were approximately normally distributed about
the mean radius within each group (Figure 3.5B), the majority of droplets in a group were
of the mean size, while a smaller number of droplets were larger or smaller than the mean
by about a pixel. The mean and standard deviation of the major radius, minor radius,
and radius of a sphere of equivalent volume for the droplets in a group was calculated and
used to determine the 95% confidence interval (Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4). The 95 % confidence
interval was calculated assuming that all grouped droplets were normally distributed about
the group mean. BAV, which had the highest viscosity and surface tension, resulted in the
largest droplets for a given needle size, while ANS and XIK resulted in similar distributions








where amin is the minor radius and amaj is the major radius, was then calculated for each
binned droplet. The oil droplets were oblate spheroids with eccentricities between 0.42 and
0.63. BAV was the least eccentric oil, with no values above 0.5, and eccentricity increased
with droplet size for all oils.
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Table 3.2: Droplet size and shape for ANS according to machine vision camera system.
Equivalent radius is for a sphere of equivalent volume. N is the number of observations in
the 100µm group. All radii and confidence intervals are in mm. All confidence intervals are
calculated for α = 0.05. Rise velocity (U) is in m/s
amaj amin req ε N Re/Eo/log(M) U
2.39 ± 0.07 2.08 ± 0.04 2.28 ± 0.06 0.49 6 480/0.9/-10.3 0.100±0.005
2.47 ± 0.05 2.14 ± 0.06 2.35 ± 0.05 0.50 9 470/1.0/-10.3 0.096±0.004
2.59 ± 0.04 2.24 ± 0.07 2.47 ± 0.05 0.50 6 500/1.1/-10.3 0.097±0.004
2.74 ± 0.05 2.31 ± 0.06 2.59 ± 0.04 0.54 26 570/1.2/-10.3 0.105±0.009
2.85 ± 0.06 2.37 ± 0.09 2.68 ± 0.07 0.56 15 610/1.3/-10.3 0.108±0.007
2.95 ± 0.06 2.44 ± 0.03 2.77 ± 0.04 0.56 6 620/1.4/-10.3 0.108±0.007
3.14 ± 0.06 2.55 ± 0.09 2.93 ± 0.04 0.58 8 700/1.5/-10.3 0.114±0.007
3.23 ± 0.04 2.56 ± 0.12 2.99 ± 0.06 0.61 8 710/1.6/-10.3 0.114±0.009
3.50 ± 0.01 2.87 ± 0.04 3.27 ± 0.02 0.57 5 720/1.9/-10.3 0.105±0.002
Table 3.3: Droplet size and shape for XIK according to machine vision camera system.
Equivalent radius is for a sphere of equivalent volume. N is the number of observations in
the 100µm group. All radii and confidence intervals are in mm. All confidence intervals are
calculated for α = 0.05. Rise velocity (U) is in m/s
amaj amin req ε N Re/Eo/log(M) U
2.19 ± 0.05 1.90 ± 0.07 2.09 ± 0.06 0.50 23 380/0.9/-10.1 0.087±0.006
2.51 ± 0.05 2.08 ± 0.07 2.36 ± 0.05 0.56 15 450/1.1/-10.1 0.091±0.004
2.59 ± 0.05 2.13 ± 0.07 2.42 ± 0.05 0.57 12 470/1.2/-10.1 0.093±0.004
2.92 ± 0.05 2.39 ± 0.12 2.73 ± 0.06 0.58 29 540/1.5/-10.1 0.095±0.005
3.27 ± 0.05 2.58 ± 0.13 3.02 ± 0.06 0.61 19 660/1.9/-10.1 0.105±0.006
3.34 ± 0.06 2.59 ± 0.11 3.07 ± 0.07 0.63 12 690/1.9/-10.1 0.108±0.006
3.46 ± 0.06 2.77 ± 0.23 3.21 ± 0.11 0.60 4 750/2.1/-10.1 0.112±0.007
3.51 ± 0.05 2.81 ± 0.03 3.26 ± 0.04 0.60 2 750/2.2/-10.1 0.110±0.006
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Table 3.4: Droplet size and shape for BAV according to machine vision camera system.
Equivalent radius is for a sphere of equivalent volume. N is the number of observations in
the 100µm group. All radii and confidence intervals are in mm. All confidence intervals are
calculated for α = 0.05. Rise velocity (U) is in m/s
amaj amin req ε N Re/Eo/log(M) U
3.33 ± 0.04 3.01 ± 0.11 3.22 ± 0.06 0.42 20 520/0.9/-10.6 0.077±0.006
3.39 ± 0.07 3.07 ± 0.07 3.28 ± 0.05 0.43 10 530/0.9/-10.6 0.077±0.003
4.06 ± 0.05 3.68 ± 0.07 3.93 ± 0.04 0.43 3 710/1.3/-10.6 0.086±0.002
4.15 ± 0.05 3.73 ± 0.15 4.01 ± 0.07 0.44 7 740/1.3/-10.6 0.089±0.008
4.25 ± 0.06 3.84 ± 0.08 4.11 ± 0.06 0.43 9 800/1.4/-10.6 0.094±0.004
4.35 ± 0.03 3.88 ± 0.20 4.18 ± 0.07 0.45 4 820/1.4/-10.6 0.094±0.012
4.62 ± 0.04 4.23 ± 0.11 4.48 ± 0.06 0.40 8 850/1.7/-10.6 0.091±0.004
4.70 ± 0.06 4.26 ± 0.11 4.55 ± 0.07 0.43 6 870/1.7/-10.6 0.091±0.013
4.81 ± 0.09 4.34 ± 0.06 4.65 ± 0.05 0.43 6 890/1.8/-10.6 0.091±0.006
4.91 ± 0.06 4.38 ± 0.15 4.72 ± 0.09 0.45 4 910/1.8/-10.6 0.093±0.011
5.00 ± 0.02 4.39 ± 0.05 4.79 ± 0.03 0.48 4 930/1.9/-10.6 0.093±0.010
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The droplet measurements were compared to the droplet shape and size predicted by Clift
et al. (1978), who used three non-dimensional numbers to describe the shape of particles:
the Reynolds (Re), Eötvös (Eo) or Bond, and Morton (M) numbers. Each number is a














where de is the diameter of the particle (major diameter for rising oblate spheres), U is
the rise rate, µw is the viscosity of the surrounding medium, g is gravitation acceleration,
∆ρ is the difference in density between the particle and surrounding medium and σ is the
interfacial tension of particle in the surrounding medium. The rise rate was calculated from
the transducer observations by dividing the distance risen by a droplet between pings by
the time between pings. The three non-dimensional numbers converge as predicted by Clift
et al. (1978) in the region between spheres and wobbling ellipsoidal particles. This agrees
well with the oblate spheroid shape measured by the camera.
3.5.2 Frequency Response
The two features of the broadband frequency response used to quantify targets are the am-
plitude of peaks, and frequency of nulls. These two features were identified in the measured
backscatter as well as in the three models. The amplitude of the peak and frequency of
nulls in the measurements were then compared to the modeled peaks and nulls to deter-
mine whether or not those features differed significantly between the model and measured
backscatter. Differences between the measured and modeled results indicate that inversions
of the models would result in errors in predicting the droplet size based on the broadband
backscatter.
The intensity at each frequency for all pings of an individual droplet was averaged to-
gether. Figure 3.6 shows the TS calculated for each of 20 pings incident on a 2.93 mm
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equivalent radius ANS droplet as well as the average intensity of those 20 pings in dB. 83%
of the backscatter measurements at a given frequency were within 30% of the mean intensity
(corresponding to the mean TS +1.1dB/− 1.5 dB). As TS decreased (near nulls), the width
of the distribution of TS measurements about the mean increased. When the mean TS value
at a given frequency was below -85dB, 74% of measurements were within 30% of the mean
intensity.
Figure 3.6: Frequency response for a single ANS droplet of equivalent radius 2.93 mm. Gray
crosses are from individual pings, and the black line is the mean intensity calculated at each
frequency in dB. The dotted lines indicate the noise floor of the three transducers.
The imaging system and broadband acoustic system were time synced so that the droplet
size and shape from the imaging system for a single droplet was directly correlated with the
TS measurement from the broadband acoustic system. The TS measurements were sorted
with the droplet size and shape data into groups by the major radius as described above.
The intensity was then averaged for all droplets in a group. Examples of acoustic results
from a grouped droplet of each oil are shown in Figure 3.7.
The DWBA and BEM model were then calculated for an oblate sphere with dimensions
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.7: Recorded scattering (red circles) compared to Anderson 1950 (dashed gray line),
DWBA (solid gray line) and BEM (dotted black line). (a) ANS: Equivalent radius: 2.68mm
(b) XIK: Equivalent radius: 3.07mm (c) BAV: Equivalent radius: 4.65mm
equal to the grouped major and minor radius, while the Anderson (1950) model was cal-
culated for the grouped radius of a sphere of equivalent volume (Figure 3.7). The peak
of the modeled TS of each droplet was compared to the peak of the measured TS (Fig-
ure 3.8). All models were computed for 80 kHz to 450 kHz with 500 Hz spacing for the
Anderson (1950) model and DWBA and 2 kHz spacing for the BEM. The BEM was com-
puted at larger frequency spacing due to constraints on available computational time. The
peak of the measured response was determined by the MATLAB mspeaks function which
uses wavelet de-noising to smooth the signal and then finds the center of mass of peaks using
a user defined peak proportion (20% for this study) to determine the centroid of the peak
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(Coombes et al. , 2005; Morris et al. , 2005). Measured peaks within 10 kHz of the gap
in frequencies between transducers were excluded because it was not possible to determine
whether the peak was in the gap or not.
To determine the accuracy of each model when inverted for droplet size Figures 3.9, 3.10
and 3.11 compare the frequency of nulls from the modeled TS to the frequencies of nulls
determined experimentally. An offset between the modeled and measured TS indicates that
the inversion would results in an error in droplet size estimate. Null frequency was determined
by inverting the TS plot and using the MATLAB mspeaks function as described above.
Experimental data with nulls within 10 kHz of the gap in frequencies between transducers
were excluded because it was not possible to reliably determined if the null was in the gap
or not.
To determine the variability of the predicted null frequency due to measurement error
the three models were run for grouped droplet sizes measured by the imaging system at the
95% confidence limits (Tables 3.2, 3.3, 3.4). For the Anderson (1950) model, these limits
represent two simple cases; droplet size was either underestimated or overestimated. These
cases represent the frequency range over which the null would be expected to occur for a
droplet with an equivalent radius within the 95% confidence limit of the measured droplet size
(Figures 3.9,3.10 and 3.11). For oblate shapes the confidence limits were evaluated for four
different cases: case 1 - droplet size is underestimated by both the minor and major radius,
case 2 - droplet size is overestimated by both the minor and major radius, case 3 - the droplet
is more oblate than measured by underestimating the major radius and overestimated the
minor radius, and case 4 - the droplet is more spherical than measured due to overestimating
the major radius and underestimating the minor radius. These cases were evaluated at the
95% confidence limits for the mean major and minor radius as appropriate. According to
the model results, cases 3 and 4 represent the more extreme limits of the confidence interval
and are shown in Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.8: Peak amplitude of the measured TS compared to the peak of (a) Anderson
(1950), (b) the DWBA, and (c) the BEM. ANS (dark gray diamonds), XIK (light gray
squares), and BAV (black circles) are compared to unity (black line). The RMS error between
all measurements and the modeled peak is listed for each model.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.9: Frequency of the null in ANS for measured (black circle) and modeled (gray x)
TS according to (a) Anderson (1950), (b) DWBA, (c) BEM. The null frequency for models
computed at the 95% confidence limits of droplet size are indicated by bars above and below
model markers. Gray boxes show the gap in ensonified frequencies between transducers. For
recorded data, nulls detected within 10 kHz of the gap in frequencies between transducers
are excluded.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.10: Frequency of the null in XIK for measured (black circle) and modeled (gray x)
TS according to (a) Anderson (1950), (b) DWBA, (c) BEM. The null frequency for models
computed at the 95% confidence limits of droplet size are indicated by bars above and below
model markers. Gray boxes show the gap in ensonified frequencies between transducers. For
recorded data, nulls detected within 10 kHz of the gap in frequencies between transducers
are excluded. Note that no nulls were detected for the measured TS of the smallest XIK
droplet.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.11: Frequency of the null in BAV for measured (black circle) and modeled (gray x)
TS according to (a) Anderson (1950), (b) DWBA, (c) BEM. The null frequency for models
computed at the 95% confidence limits of droplet size are indicated by bars above and below
model markers. Gray boxes show the gap in ensonified frequencies between transducers. For
recorded data, nulls detected within 10 kHz of the gap in frequencies between transducers
are excluded.
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3.6 Discussion
The BEM is a slightly better predictor of the amplitude of the peak of the TS response
than the DWBA, and both the BEM and DWBA are slightly better predictors of peak TS
than Anderson (1950). The RMS error between the modeled and predicted peak backscat-
tering cross section for all peaks (excluding peaks within 10 kHz of the gap in frequencies
between transducers) was 1.8 dB, 1.0 dB, and 0.5 dB for Anderson (1950), the DWBA, and
the BEM respectively. The Anderson (1950) model does not accurately predict the null
frequency for the oblate oil spheres in this study. RMS error between the measured and
modeled frequency of nulls for all measured nulls (excluding nulls within 10 kHz of the gap
in frequencies) predicted by Anderson (1950) was 51 kHz, 53 kHz and 52 kHz, for ANS, XIK
and BAV respectively. The DWBA and BEM provide better agreement between frequency
of the predicted and observed null for ANS and XIK droplets, with RMS error between the
measured null frequency and null frequency predicted by the BEM of 23 kHz and 17 kHz for
ANS and XIK respectively. For the DWBA, RMS error between the measured null frequency
and predicted null frequency was 19 kHz and 11 kHz, for ANS and XIK respectively. If the
largest ANS droplet is excluded, RMS error for ANS drops to 15 kHz and 10 kHz for the
BEM and DWBA respectively. The lower RMS error for the DWBA indicated that it is a
slightly better predictor of null frequency. The frequency of the nulls for BAV, on the other
hand, do not agree with the DWBA or BEM over most of the size range. The RMS error
between the measured null frequency and the null predicted were 31 kHz and 32 kHz for
the DWBA and BEM respectively (assuming that the predicted null was always lower in
frequency than the measured). The discrepancy between the measured and modeled null
frequency increases with increasing droplet size.
To determine the impact of the discrepancy between the frequency of the modeled and
measured null, the difference between the measured droplet size and the size of a droplet
predicted by each model was determined. For a given measured droplet size, the frequency
of nulls associated with that droplet were used to invert the three scattering models and
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determine droplet size. For the Anderson (1950) model, nulls at 216 kHz and 365 kHz
occur for an ANS droplet with equivalent radius 2.36 mm, which is 33 % smaller than the
volume of the observed droplet. Following this example, the % difference in the predicted
volume was calculated for all droplet groups and all three models (Figure 3.12). All models
under-predict the measured droplet volume. The volume error for a given oil increases with
increasing droplet size and eccentricity. For XIK and ANS, when compared to the DWBA
and BEM, the difference between the predicted and measured droplet size was often within
the 95% confidence limits (Figures 3.9,3.10 and 3.11), therefore the predictions agreed with
the direct measurements within the accuracy of the imaging system.
In modeling the frequency response, it was assumed that the impact of dispersion in
sound speed was negligible. The sound speed of all oils was measured at 750 kHz (Loranger
et al. , 2018), and there is potential for changes to that sound speed at the frequencies in this
study due to dispersion. However, the relationship between sound speed (and attenuation)
and frequency for all of the oils is not known, and therefore could not be included in the
model. BAV produced the largest droplets and had the highest viscosity oil by an order of
magnitude and therefore attenuation is likely to be most pronounced in BAV droplets. The
offset in the null frequency in BAV between the measurements and both the DWBA and
BEM could be the result of such dispersion. The frequency dependence of the sound speed
for these oils is an area requiring further research.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3.12: % Error in the estimated droplet volume of a droplet when using the null
frequency to determine droplet size with (a) Anderson (1950), (b) the DWBA and (c) the
BEM for ANS (dark gray diamonds), XIK (light gray squares), and BAV (black circles).
3.7 Conclusions
The BEM, DWBA and Anderson (1950) are good predictors of the peak of the TS; the RMS
difference in backscattering cross section between the observation and models is equivalent
to 1.8 dB, 1.0 dB and 0.5 dB for Anderson (1950), the DWBA and the BEM respectively.
The DWBA and BEM predict the null frequency for an oblate sphere of ANS and XIK
crude oil within the accuracy of the droplet measuring system. BAV, the DWBA and BEM
predict a droplet within 20% of the observed volume for the smallest droplets, however,
as droplet size increases the DWBA and BEM increasingly under-predict the volume with
a maximum under-prediction of almost 40% for the largest droplet. The Anderson model
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tends to under-predict droplet volume by between 30 - 50%, with increasing error as droplet
size and eccentricity increase for an individual oil.
If using the broadband frequency response to invert scattering models and predict droplet
shape, the DWBA and BEM are good predictors of droplet volume for ANS and XIK, which
are lower viscosity oils and droplet sizes were smaller than BAV. For the higher viscosity oil,
BAV, which produced larger droplets, significant errors were observed between the predicted
and measured size with increasing discrepancy between predicted and measured sizes as
droplet size increases. A potential source of this discrepancy is dispersion, which was not
accounted for here and further research on these processes is necessary to determine if they
significantly impact broadband backscatter from oil droplets.
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Abstract
In order to determine the fate and transport of oil from anthropogenic spills and to under-
stand the role that natural oil seepage plays in the marine environment it is crucial be able
to determine the flow rate of oil from anthropogenic and natural sources on the seafloor.
Current instrumentation used for oil detection and quantification in the water column is
limited to short ranges on the order of centimeters to meters. Broadband acoustics have the
potential to detect and quantify oil from greater distances and sample larger volumes more
rapidly, and more synoptically than the point measurements made by current instrumenta-
tion. In September 2017 an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) and a high frequency
(90 kHz to 154 kHz) broadband echo sounder were deployed to asses the flow rate of oil and
gas from a seep site in the northern Gulf of Mexico. Gas is much more efficient scatterer
of sound and when gas and oil are collocated gas will mask the return from oil droplets,
unless the density of oil in acoustic sample is very high compared to the gas. The plume
was divided into two regimes by the rise rate of targets, a gas only regime where the rise
rate was above the predicted maximum rise rate of oil droplets, and the oil droplet rise rate
regime where oil droplets and gas bubbles could both occur. The plume was evaluated for
two scenarios, one where the acoustic scattering in the oil droplet rise rate regime was due
solely to oil droplets and the case where scattering was due solely to methane bubbles. For
the assumption that the section of the plume within the predicted rise rate range of droplets
was filled with only oil droplets, flow rate was between 156 - 341 barrels per day at the 95%
confidence interval with a mean of 249 barrels per day. If that same region was comprised
solely of methane gas bubbles, flow rate was 3.84 - 13.7 m3 /day with a mean of 8.78 m3 /
day. The total flow rate for different gas to oil ratios was also determined.
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4.1 Introduction
The fate and transport of oil droplets from natural and anthropogenic sources is key to
understanding the impact of anthropogenic spills and the resilience of marine communities.
Without knowledge of both natural background levels of hydrocarbons and the flow rate
into the water column from anthropogenic sources, it is difficult to quantify the impact
of oil spills on the marine environment. Improved in-situ measurements of flow rate from
seafloor sources of hydrocarbons, both naturally and anthropogenically released, will help to
advance our understanding of the response of the ocean to oil spills. In this study, shipboard
broadband acoustic echo sounders were used to estimate the flow rate of hydrocarbons from
a seafloor seep site in the Northern Gulf of Mexico.
Satellite and surface observations of surface oil slicks have been used to estimate the flow
rate of oil from seafloor seeps (Hu et al. , 2018; MacDonald et al. , 2015; Fingas & Brown,
2018), however, measurements of the surface slick only examine the oil and/or gas that
has reached the surface, and cannot directly determine the flow rate in the water column.
Acoustic methods have been used in the water column to determine the flow rate of liquid
hydrocarbons from anthropogenic seeps (Camilli et al. , 2012; Weber et al. , 2012) and to
determine the flow rate of methane from natural seeps (e.g. Weber et al. (2014); Wiggins
et al. (2015); Hornafius et al. (1999)). One of most significant impediments to determining
the flow rate of oil from seafloor sources is the fact that gas bubbles and oil droplets are often
collocated. Hydrocarbons enter the marine environment either as oil droplets, gas bubbles,
or combined in oil coated gas bubbles. Gas is a much more efficient scatterer of sound and the
backscatter from gas often masks the response from oil. Broadband acoustic backscatter has
been used to differentiate between and identify different targets in the water column (Lavery
et al. , 2010; Medwin & Breitz, 1989; Terrill & Melville, 2000; Vagle & Farmer, 1992; Holliday,
1972; Thompson & Love, 1996; Stanton et al. , 2010), and it shows promise for quantification
and differentiation between oil droplets and gas bubbles. Broadband acoustic classification of
targets takes advantage of the difference in the shape of the frequency dependent backscatter
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for different targets (Figure 4.1). The resonance peak and high amplitude scatter at low
frequencies are characteristics used to quantify the size and number of bubbles. For weak
scatterers such as oil droplets, the transition from Rayleigh scattering, where the wavelength
of the sound wave is larger than the radius of the target, to geometric scattering, where
the wavelength is smaller than a target, can be used for quantification as can the peak and
null structure in the geometric scattering regime (Loranger et al. , In review). Broadband
acoustic echo sounders also provide for improved range resolution (Weidner et al. , 2019)
over narrow band systems, an important consideration for mixed targets such as oil droplets
and gas bubbles.
Figure 4.1: The predicted target strength (TS) of gas bubbles and oil droplets. The target
strength for a methane bubble of radius 0.65 mm (solid black line) and a bubble with radius
0.28 mm (grey dashed line) show the distinct resonance peak and high amplitude scattering
at low frequencies typical of gas bubbles. A 3.0 mm radius droplet (grey solid line) and 1.2
mm radius droplet (black dashed line) show a much lower target strength at low frequencies
and the distinct peak and null structure of weak fluid scatterers at higher frequencies.
To evaluate the application of broadband acoustic methodologies to quantification and
classification of oil and gas in the ocean, an opportunistic survey was performed at a site of
a persistent oil and gas seep in the Northern Gulf of Mexico. The plume is adjacent to an
oil production platform that was toppled by Hurricane Ivan in 2004. The platform sits at a
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depth of about 140 meters and a persistent plume producing a surface oil slick is emanating
from the area immediately surrounding the downed platform. The site is near the mouth of
the Mississippi River in a biologically productive and sediment laden environment.
The survey was conducted in September 2017 with an acoustic Doppler current profiler
(ADCP) and a broadband echo sounder to asses the flow rate of oil and gas from the site
described above. This work explores what the surface-based acoustic survey can determine
about the magnitude of the flow rate of hydrocarbons. The horizontal currents measured
by the ADCP were combined with measurements by the echo sounder of the depth of the
plume as a function of distance downstream to determine the rise rate. A model of the rise
rate of bubbles and droplets (Zheng & Yapa, 2000) was used to determine the size of oil
droplets and methane bubbles as a function of the rise rate. The acoustic backscatter from
the plume was combined with the target size estimate to determine the number of targets
of a given size. The number and size of targets was integrated to provide bounds for the
volumetric flow rate of oil and of gas at eleven cross sectional views of the plume.
4.2 Surveys
4.2.1 ADCP
Horizontal current profiles were measured by a 300 kHz Teledyne-RDI Sentinel V Workhorse
acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP). The ADCP was pole mounted on the port side
of the M/V Gerry Bordelon and deployed at a depth of about 1.5 meters. Raw broadband
data was recorded in 6-meter depth bins. Vessel location was determined by a WAAS-
enabled GPS. Each ADCP survey consisted of four approximately 800 meter long lines run
perpendicular to the nominal current direction (∼ 60◦) during the time of the experiment
(Figure 4.2). A preliminary ADCP survey determined the nominal current direction and
informed survey locations. Four total lines were run for each survey; two lines downstream
to the south west of the downed platform and two lines upstream to the northeast of the
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platform. At each location, one line was run heading northwest and then another line was
repeated over the same area heading southeast. The sets of lines at each location were run
at a speed over ground of about 4 knots. ADCP Surveys were run prior to and then again
following the WBT survey. The times of surveys (GMT) are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 4.1: Survey times (GMT) for surveys run on September 23 2017.
First ADCP Echo sounder Perpendicular Echo sounder Parallel Second ADCP
0120 - 0136 0227 - 0652 0704 - 0838 0848 - 0921
Figure 4.2: ADCP and WBT Survey locations; WBT cross sectional survey lines run per-
pendicular to the nominal flow direction (blue), WBT down-stream survey lines run parallel
to flow (black) and ADCP survey lines run perpendicular to flow (green). Most WBT lines
were run downstream of the plume origin (red o). The red dots show the location of the
echograms in Fig 4.3, where echogram A is the cross sectional pass closest to the origin,
echogram B then next farthest and D is the cross sectional pass farthest from the origin of
the echograms shown. Echogram A is the first pass where the entire plume was within the
range of the ADCP data and it shows a cross section of the plume as well as the platform
lying on the seafloor. Echograms B-D show the two separate seeps at shallow depths.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.3: Echograms for cross sectional passes downstream of the northern seep origin (see
Plume Origin section) at the locations shown in Fig 4.2. (a) is the echogram closest to the
origin (58 m), followed by (b) (115 m) then (c) (187 m) and (d) is the cross sectional pass
furthest from the northern seep origin (235 m) of the four echograms shown here.
4.2.2 Broadband Echosounder
A Kongsberg ES120 echosounder was deployed on the same pole mount as the ADCP on the
port side of the R/V Gerry Bordelon. The ES120 (center frequency 120 kHz) was connected
to a Kongsberg Wide Band Transciever (WBT) to enable broadband transmission and re-
ception. A four millisecond linear frequency modulated (LFM) pulse was transmitted with
bandwidth 90-154 kHz. The WBTs apply a Tukey window to the transmit signal, resulting
in tapered regions within the transmitted frequencies. The ratio of the tapered bandwidth
to total transmitted bandwidth was 0.09. Data analysis was restricted to frequencies not
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in the tapered region: 94-153.5 kHz. The ES120 was calibrated in a 12 m x 18 m x 6 m
(length x width x depth) fresh water tank at the University of New Hampshire according to
the method described by Demer et al. (2015).
One kilometer long cross sectional survey lines were run perpendicular to the nominal
current direction with 50 meter line spacing (Figure 4.2). Cross sectional lines were run
northwest to southeast and then repeated coming back from southeast to northwest. The
next pair of lines was then run 50 meters to the northeast of the previous line and the
survey was then repeated starting with lines farthest to the northeast and coming back
southeast. The cross sectional lines were used to estimate the position of the hydrocarbon
plume after each survey line by visually assessing the recorded echogram (Fig 4.3) and
manually estimating the center of the acoustically observed plume (red dots in Fig 4.2).
These lines were also used to determine the rise rate of the plume and the total volumetric
flow rate. The plume locations determined by the cross sectional lines were used to estimate
the position of the hydrocarbon plume as it moved downstream from the origin. Down-
stream lines run over the estimated plume position were then run to achieve three main
objectives: 1. to visualize the entire plume, 2. to determine an estimate of the origins of
seeps and 3. to confirm that the plume recorded in the cross sectional passes was the same
plume emanating from near the downed platform (Figure 4.4).
The downstream echograms show a plume where the fastest rise rate targets at the top
of the plume have a strong target strength compared to the lower rise rate targets. This
causes the appearance of a high backscattering ”spine” of targets at the top of the plume,
and a lower backscattering section below the plume. The current varied by around 15◦ as
a function of depth (See Horizontal Current section below), and this variation in current
resulted in the plume coming in and out of the beam on individual downstream passes
different passes; for example in Fig 4.4A the plume moves out of the beam at around 200
m horizontal distance. However, at distances where the plume moved out of the beam, it
was detected by at least one other downstream pass due to slight variations in the location
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of lines run during downstream passes. There is also the indication of a counter current at
depths below 100 m. At these depths, the plume bends to the left in the echograms (in




Figure 4.4: Down-stream WBT survey echograms for lines run parallel to flow. These are
examples of two of eight lines run parallel to the nominal direction of flow connecting the
locations of the plume determined by the cross section survey. The downed platform is
visible on the seafloor. The black box shows the area of the echogram used to determine
the origin of seeps. In echogram a, the plume was out of the beam for horizontal distances
between 190 and 220 meters, due to variation in the current direction and position of the
vessel during down-stream passes.
4.3 Horizontal Current
The ADCP was oriented so that beam 3 (the “forward” beam in beam coordinates, Fig. 4.5)
was oriented 45◦ to port of the forward direction of the vessel. Each beam of the ADCP is
oriented 20◦ from nadir. Raw beam coordinate data was first transformed to ships coordi-
nates to obtain the forward (Vfwd), starboard (Vstbd) and vertical velocities (Vv) according
to:
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b1 + b2 + b3 + b4
4 sin(20)
, (4.3)
where b1, b2, b3 and b4 are beams 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The velocity measurement at
the seafloor was then subtracted from the recorded velocities to account for the movement of
the vessel. Finally, the ships coordinate data was transformed to earth coordinates using the
heading recorded by the ADCP, plus an offset of 45◦. The ADCP records the heading as if
the instrument were oriented with b3 facing forward, and the 45
◦ adjustment accounts for the
actual orientation of the ADCP. The error velocity and percent good were also calculated.
The error velocity is a measure of the heterogeneity of the vertical velocity measurements.
ADCP measurements assume that the flow is homogeneous within a sample and a high
error velocity indicates that the flow at a given depth is heterogeneous resulting in errors
in estimates of the horizontal velocity for high error velocity values. The percent good is a
measure of the percent of pings that pass a correlation threshold, set to the manufacturers
suggested value of 120 (correlation is a unitless value determined by the correlation performed
by the instrument). Any pings with an error velocity above 0.3 m/s were rejected. Pings
were then ensembled into 20 ping ensembles at each depth. Any depth measurements with
ensembles that had fewer than 30% of measurements pass the correlation threshold and error
velocity threshold were rejected.
Two ADCP surveys were performed, one before and one after the WBT survey (Table
1). Current profiles were observed up to a depth of 95.2 m in the pre-WEBT ADCP survey
and 77.2 m for the post-WBT ADCP survey. The post-WBT ADCP survey was performed
in higher seas than the pre-WBT ADCP survey, which likely increased the background
noise in the measurement, decreasing the correlation in lower ADCP bins for and resulted
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Figure 4.5: The orientation of the beams of the ADCP. The ADCP is pointing towards the
bow of the vessel and is on the port side of the vessel in this image. The beams are labeled
1-4, with beam 3 the ”forward” beam in beam coordinates.
in rejection of measurements below 77.2 m in the second survey. Both surveys revealed a
velocity profile with gradually decreasing magnitude current with depth (Figure 4.6). The
ADCP survey performed after the WBT survey showed a stronger shallow current (from
20 to 60 meters depth). The two surveys measured current directions that were consistent
with each other, within 10 ◦ over the upper 77.2 m of the water column where both surveys
reported valid results. For each survey, the current direction varied by as much as 15◦ as
a function of depth. This variation in depth contributes to difficulty in steering track lines
that were constantly ensonifying the entire plume during the down-stream passes as seen
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in Fig 4.4A. Depths measured only by the pre-WBT ADCP survey (83.2 - 95.2 m) show a
deep water, low magnitude, current 90◦ offset from the shallower currents heading to the
southeast. Because of the close agreement in magnitude and direction of flow between the
two surveys,the profiles were averaged together to approximate the current during the WBT
survey. For depths greater than 77.2 m, the values from the pre-WBT ADCP survey were
used.
4.4 plume Origin
The WBT survey lines run parallel to the nominal flow direction, or down-stream lines, were
used to determine the origin of seeps. Nine down-stream seep survey lines were run over the
downed platform. TS was averaged over a five meter depth bin between 108 - 113 m depth,
at a height just above the platform (Fig 4.4). The very strong backscatter from the downed
platform masks any signal from the plume at greater depths, and therefore the origin is
determine for the height above the platform. Average TS in the five meter depth bin was
computed for all pings within a 120 m east-west by 70 m north-south area A three dimension
local linear interpolation was fit to the depth averaged TS as a function of position (Fig. 4.7).
The interpolation revealed the presence of two main peaks, potentially due to the presence
of two seeps. Peaks of the interpolation are defined as points within 3dB of the maximum
TS. The center of mass of each of the two peaks was found to determine the “origin” of each
seep. At a range of 110.25 meters, the beam has a diameter of 10 meters, and the location
of the peaks of the interpolation have a maximum accuracy of 10 meters. The northern seep
origin according to the interpolated data is located at 28.93728 N x -88.96948 W ±10 m and
the southern seep origin at 28.93714 N x -88.96950 W ±10 m. The two seep origins are 15.5
meters apart. The two distinct seeps will be referred to as seeps, while when discussing the
two seeps together it will be referred to as the ”plume”. The seep origins are an estimate of
the position of the seeps at the center of the depth bin (110.25 m), and not an estimate of
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the position of the seeps on the seafloor.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: ADCP survey results. (A) the magnitude of the current for the survey run
before the WBT survey (grey dashed line) and ADCP survey run after the WBT survey
(grey dotted line). The last good depth of the ADCP for the survey before the WBT survey
was 95.2 meters and 77.2 meters for the ADCP survey after the WBT survey. The two
surveys were averaged together to estimate the current over the WBT survey period (black
sold line) for depths less than 77.2 m. For greater depths the pre-WBT survey measurements
were used. (B) the direction of the flow as a function of depth varied by about 15 ◦ for most
the water column for the surveys conducted before the WBT survey (grey dashed line), after
the survey (grey dotted line) and the mean of the two surveys (solid black line). At depths
measured only by the pre-WBT survey, there appears to be a low magnitude current to the
southeast, about 90 ◦ offset from the upper water column.
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Figure 4.7: Linear interpolation of the TS averaged over 108 - 113 m depth for the area
surrounding the downed platform. The black triangles indicate origins of the two seeps.
The origins are the areas of maximum backscatter at depths immediately above the downed
platform. The platform itself masked the return from the seep at depths below 113 m.
Contour lines are equal a change of 3 dB.
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4.5 Phase Angle
The split-beam echo sounder used in this experiment uses the phase difference of the backscat-
ter to determine the location of a target within the beam. For a discrete target occupying a
space smaller than the beam footprint, this angle information shows how the target moves
relative to the position of the echo sounder. When crossing over a stationary target, the
along-track beam angle will go from the minimum angle as the target enters the beam and
the angle will increase as the target crosses the beam to the maximum angle before the
target is no longer detected. Targets were limited to beam angles within ±5◦. The beam
angle information for cross-sectional passes over the plume agrees with the plume origin
determination of two distinct individual seeps. Figure 4.8 shows the beam angle for a pass
over the plume. The first seep goes from a negative angle to positive as the vessel moves
over the seep and then the beam angle transition repeats for the second seep. This adds
further evidence that there are two distinct seeps in the water column emanating from the
seep origins discussed above.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: A. A zoomed in version of the echogram in Figure 4.3D focused on the seeps. B.
The phase angle for the seeps as the vessel crosses over them. The angle goes from negative
to positive as the seep transitions across the beam, and then the transition from negative to
positive repeats for the second seep. Combined with the seep origin analysis, this indicates
the presence of two distinct seeps in the water column.
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4.6 Rise Rate
The depth of the plume as a function of distance downstream, determined by perpendicular
passes over the plume, or ”cross sectional passes” was used to determine the rise rate. For
an individual pass, the minimum depth of the plume represents the fastest rising targets,
while the maximum depth of the plume represents the slowest rising targets. Echograms of
the cross sectional passes were visually analyzed to determine the top and bottom of the
plume at increasing distances downstream.
Figure 4.9: The visually picked top (black triangles) and bottom (black squares) of the
plume at distances from the first pass over the plume where the plume was above the last
good depth of the ADCP. The depth of a target as a function of distance from the first pass
account for the depth dependent current for a target rising with a rise rate of 23.2 cm/s
(solid black line), 12 cm/s (dotted black line), and 6.7 cm/s (dashed black line). The plume
extents and target trajectories are overlaid on the TS (T̂ S) averaged in a 3 meter depth bin
and for all pings containing the plume at each perpendicular pass. The letters, to the right
of the integrated TS column they represent, correspond to the echograms in Fig 4.3.
Analysis of the rise rate was limited to depths within the valid depth range of the ADCP.
The maximum depth range of the ADCP was 95.2 meters, and rise rate was determined from
cross sectional passes over the plume where the bottom of the plume was above the maximum
depth range of the ADCP. Therefore, the starting point for the rise rate calculations was the
first pass where the bottom of the plume was within the valid measurements of the ADCP
(95.2 m), and this starting point is referred to as the “first pass”. Analysis was also limited
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to a minimum depth of 8.2 meters - the top of the shoalest six meter deep ADCP depth bin
centered at 11.2 meters. The maximum rise rate was determined by fitting a line to the top
of the plume as a function of distance from the first pass. A line was also fit to the bottom
of the plume as a function of downstream distance to determine the minimum rise rate.
The slope of the fit line represents the vertical distance, ∆z that a target rose over the
horizontal distance traveled ∆x. ∆x and ∆z represent the distance between two points,
(x1, z1) and (x2, z2) on the fit line. The time that it took for a target to travel ∆x was
determined by dividing the horizontal distance traveled by the horizontal current measured





where ∆t(z) is the time it took for a target to travel ∆x. The horizontal current, u(z), used
in the calculation for a given ∆x was the ADCP depth bin closest to the depth of the first
point, z1. ∆x was one meter in order to maintain a ∆z less than half of a ADCP depth






The average rise rate of the top of the plume was 21.3 ± 2.4 cm/s and the average rise
rate of the bottom was 6.3 ± 1.3 cm/s. To determine the rise rate at depths other than
the top or bottom of the plume, it was assumed that the rise rate was linearly distributed
between the maximum and minimum depth of the plume.
For the first pass, the maximum rise rate was the rise rate of targets at a depth of 54
meters (the top of the plume) and the minimum rise rate was the rise rate for targets at the
bottom of the plume, 90 meters. It was assumed that rise rates between the maximum and
minimum were linearly distributed across depths between 90 and 54 meters, at the location
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of the first pass; 36 m downstream of the origin of the northern seep. The linear distribution
of rise rates was used to determine the depth at the first pass, zo associated with a given rise
rate, w. For example, droplets with a rise rate of w = 6.3 cm/s, had an initial depth of zo =
90 meters, while droplets with a rise rate of w = 11.3 cm/s had an initial depth of zo = 80







∆x) + zo, (4.6)
where uzi−1 is the horizontal velocity at depth zi−1, and ∆x is 1 meter. The distance, ∆x,
of each increment of zi is limited to 1 meter so that the distance risen is less than half of
an ADCP six meter bin. Figure 4.9 shows the depth of a target with a constant rise rate
as it moves downstream with three rise rates; the average rise rate from the fit to the top
of the plume (21.3 m/s), a rise rate of 11.3 cm/s (the maximum rise rate for oil droplets:
see Droplet and Bubble Size) and a rise rate equal to the average rise rate for the fit to
the bottom of the plume, 6.3 cm/s. To determine if the top and bottom of the plume were
rising with a constant rise rate, the fit was computed between the predicted depth of a target
(equation 4.6, solid and dashed black lines in fig 4.9) and the top and bottom of the plume
determined visually (circles and squares in fig 4.9). The top and bottom of the plume had
r2 values of 0.99 and 0.91 and p-values equal to 3.7× 10−3 and 1.5× 10−5 respectively.
4.7 Oil and Gas Material Properties
Information on the material properties of oil and gas at this seep site was unavailable. To
model the rise rate and backscatter from oil droplets and gas bubbles likely to be present in
the plume, it was assumed that the oil had the same properties as Angolan Xikomba (see
Loranger et al. (2018) and Loranger et al. (In review)). For gas bubbles it was assumed that
the bubbles were comprised of pure methane, and that there was no diffusion of gases into
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or out of the bubble so that the bubbles were pure methane throughout the water column.
These assumptions have the potential for significant impacts on the results of this study,
however, without information on the material properties at this site, the assumptions are
necessary.
4.8 Droplet and Bubble Size
Models of the rise rate of fluid particles (both liquid oil droplets and gaseous methane
bubbles) were inverted to determine the rise rate of oil droplets and gas bubbles in the
plume predicted to be present in the plume. Zheng & Yapa (2000) derived an integrated
approach to determining the rise rate of spherical and non-spherical bubbles and droplets
from correlation formulations developed by Clift et al. (1978) for bubbles and droplets in
contaminated fluids. The equations for rise rate encompass three different shape regimes;
spherical, ellipsoidal and spherical-cap. For spheres the ambient fluid viscosity is the most
important factor determining rise velocity, and for spherical-cap particles the rise velocity is
driven by the density contrast between the bubble or droplet and the ambient fluid.
For ellipsoidal particles, internal circulation within the particle plays an important role in
determining the rise rate. For oil droplets the ratio of target viscosity to the viscosity of the
ambient fluid is assumed sufficiently high to inhibit internal circulation. For gas bubbles, on
the other hand, the viscosity is much lower in the target, and internal circulation can influ-
ence rise rate. However when surfactants are present, they can adhere to the bubble surface
and retard the rise rate of bubbles by immobilizing the bubble surface thereby inhibiting
internal circulation Clift et al. (1978). The impact of contamination on the rise velocity is
dependent on the identity of the surfactants and their concentration. As the concentration
of surfactants in the ambient fluid increases the rise rate decreases until contaminants reach
a critical concentration. At the critical concentration, internal circulation ceases and the rise
rate of the bubble approaches the rise of a solid sphere (Kulkarni & Joshi, 2005). Zheng &
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Yapa (2000) compared the correlation formulations from Clift et al. (1978) to experimental
measurements of air and carbon dioxide bubbles rising in tap water and found that surfac-
tants in tap water were present in sufficient quantity to result in rise velocities described by
the equations for contaminated bubbles with no internal circulation. For this study it was
assumed that the ambient seawater had sufficiently high concentrations of surfactants to be
beyond the critical concentration, and therefore rise velocities of ellipsoidal bubbles can be
described by the equations for contaminated bubbles. Given the highly productive waters
in the area surrounding the plume combined with the likelihood of a high sediment load due
to the proximity of the site to the mouth of the Mississippi River it is likely that there were
sufficient surfactants to be beyond the critical concentration.
The equations in Zheng & Yapa (2000) were calculated for the physical properties of
methane gas as a function of the pressure at that depth. A separate solution to the equations
exists for each depth, determined by the density of methane as a function of hydrostatic
pressure. The bubble size associate with a rise rate at a given depth is therefore the size of a
bubble with density equal to the density of methane at hydrostatic pressure. Oil droplets are
assumed to be incompressible. It was conservatively assumed that the maximum expected
droplet radius for oil droplets was 3 mm (Zhao et al. , 2014), the droplet size corresponding
to the maximum rise rate of 11.3 cm/s (Figure 4.10). It is possible that larger oil droplets
are present at the higher rise rates, and if this were the case, the estimate of oil volumetric
flow rate would be biased low. The minimum oil droplet radius, the radius associated with
the lowest rise rate (6.3 cm/s), was 1.2 mm. The equivalent bubble size for the same rise
rates (11.3 and 6.3 cm/s) was 0.49 and 0.29 mm respectively. The transition between the
spherical and ellipsoidal regimes is a radius of 0.5 mm (Clift et al. , 1978). Therefore, all
droplets were in the ellipsoidal regime, and all bubbles with rise rates below 11.3 cm/s were
in the spherical regime. For rise rates above 11.3 cm/s, it is assumed that all targets must
be bubbles since the rise rate exceeds that predicted for all oil droplets. The bubble radius
for the maximum rise rate (21.3 cm/s) 1.2 mm, and therefore bubbles within the plume are
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predicted to vary in size from 0.29 to 1.2 mm.
Figure 4.10: The rise rate and target radius predicted by Zheng and Yapa (2000) for oil
droplets (dashed line) and methane bubbles (solid line) in seawater at a depth of 40 meters.
The maximum predicted rise rate for droplets was 0.113 m/s which equates to a 2.82 mm
radius droplet, and 0.49 mm bubble. The minimum rise rate determined from the fit to the
echo sounder data was 0.063 m/s which equates to a 1.17 mm droplet and a 0.29 mm bubble.
The maximum rise rate from the fit to the echo sounder data was 0.216 m/s, equivalent to
a 1.16 mm bubble.
4.9 Volumetric Flow Rate
The acoustic backscatter from the cross sectional passes was used to determine the number
of targets of a given size in the plume. The raw wave forms from the four quadrants of the
ES120 recorded by the WBT were summed and match filtered to obtain the match filtered
signal, Smf . Smf was calibrated using the match filtered calibration factor, Cmf . The target
strength (TS) in an acoustic sample is equal to the sum of the backscattering cross section,
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where N is the total number of targets in the sample volume. The sum on the right-hand





σT , is the backscatter from all sources in the ensonified volume including the backscatter
from the targets of interest, σt, as well as the contribution from other background scatterers
(such as biological scatterers) and other sources of noise, σbg, such that
σT = σt + σbg. (4.9)
For weak scatterers, such as oil droplets, the contribution from σbg to the total scattering
can be significant. For a bimodal distribution of σt, such as a scattering volume comprised
of oil droplets and methane bubbles, the sum can be estimated from
σt ≈ Nσbs,N +Mσbs,M , (4.10)
where σbs,N is the average backscattering cross sectional area of the N targets of the first
mode of the distribution, and σbs,M is the average backscattering cross sectional area of the
M targets of the second mode. While σbg is the backscatter from all other scatterers in the
ensonified volume,
σbg ≈ Pσbs,P , (4.11)
where P is the total number of scatterers other than the targets of interest.






















where aN is the radius of targets in one of the modes and aM is the radius of targets in the
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other distribution, h is the height of the sample volume and w is the rise rate. For oblate
spheroids such as oil droplets of the size determined by the rise rate, the radius a is the
radius of a sphere of equivalent volume to the oblate spheroid.







where Smf is the matched filter signal recorded by the echo sounder, Cmf is the matched
filtered correction factor, r is the range to the target in meters and a is the absorption
coefficient in nepers/m. For multiple scatterers, the right hand side of the equation stays the
same (it is the calibrated and range correct signal recorded by the echo sounder) but the left
becomes σT . Combining equation 4.13 modified for multiple scatterers with equation 4.9, σt







The Fourier transform of Smf over 0.5 meter depth bins within the plume area was
calculated encompassing 63 samples and a frequency spacing of about 1.5 kHz. The intensity
as a function of frequency for all pings within a depth bin was averaged to determine the
frequency dependent average match filtered signal as a function of depth ˆSmf . ˆSmf , was
converted to σt, as a function of frequency according to equation 4.14 with the absorption
coefficient, a for each frequency determined by (Francois & Garrison, 1982).
To prevent integrating the backscatter from scatterers present in the water column that
are not part of the plume, σN was removed from σT using a method similar to that described
by De Robertis & Higginbottom (2007). The same process for calculating σt described above
was used, but for pings adjacent to the plume, where the plume was not present. ˆSmf , was
calculated by averaging Smf in 0.5 m depth bins and over 104 pings adjacent to the plume
to determine the total backscatter contribution from ambient noise σN , as a function of
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frequency (fig 4.11). σN was then subtracted from σT to obtain the backscattering cross
sectional area of all targets of interest in the sample volume, σt
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: a. an echogram of the 104 pings used in the noise calculation showing the
stratified water column. b. Noise profiles for the minimum frequency (94 kHz, gray) and
maximum frequency (153.5 kHz, black) average into 0.5 meter depth bins and over 104 pings.
For the plume in this study, σt was assumed to be comprised of N oil droplets and M
methane bubbles. σbs,N was the predicted average backscatter from methane bubbles, and
σbs,M the predicted average backscatter from oil droplets. Backscatter from oil droplets
and gas bubbles were predicted by two different models. Backscatter from gas bubbles was
modeled by the model derived by (Clay & Medwin, 1977), with a modification to the natural
frequency derived by (Ainslie & Leighton, 2009). For oil droplets, the distorted wave Born
approximation (DWBA, Stanton et al. (1998)) was used. Loranger et al. (In review), showed
that predicting the broadband backscatter from oblate spheroidal shaped medium crude oil
droplets by the DWBA resulted in minimal errors in predicting the volume of droplets. The
models were computed for oil droplets and gas bubbles with the properties listed above and
for the size determined by the rise rate at a given depth.
For each cross sectional pass, the plume was broken up into two rise rate regimes; a gas
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Figure 4.12: A section of the echogram in Fig 4.3A zoomed in to the plume area. The black
boxes outlines the area of the plume predicted to contain oil droplets. Targets in this area
rose with a rise rate equal to or less than 11.3 cm/s. The white box outlines the area of the
plume predicted to contain gas bubbles. There is no predicted maximum or minimum rise
rate for methane bubbles according to (Zheng & Yapa, 2000) and therefore the entirety of
the plume is predicted to potentially contain gas bubbles.
only regime and a regime where the rise rate was below the maximum rise rate of oil droplets
(11.3 cm/s) and therefore both oil droplets and methane bubbles could occur (fig 4.12). For
the methane bubble only rise rate regime, only the end member of 100% of the volume in
the plume comprised of methane bubbles was considered. In the oil droplet rise rate regime,
the condition that 100% of the volume was comprised of oil and that 100% of the volume
was comprised of methane were considered. In this regime where oil and gas could both
be present, different ratios of the total volume of gas to total volume of oil ratios (GOR)
were also considered. For each 0.5 meter depth bin in each cross-sectional pass, the number
of scatterers (N and M) was iteratively increased and the mean square error between the
right and left sides of equation 4.10 determined. N and M ranged from 1 to 1,000,000 in
increments of 10. The value of N and M that produced the minimum mean square error for
each gas to oil volume ratio was determined to be the number of targets at a given depth
(4.13). There was no significant difference between the mean square errors for the different
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Figure 4.13: The measured frequency dependant target strength (σt gray dots) compared to
the predicted backscatter for the scenario where all targets are methane bubbles (σbs,NN ,
solid black line) and where all targets are oil droplets (σbs,MM , black dashed line) for a single
cross sectional pass. (a) is a rise rate of 20.2 cm/s and bubbles radius 1.04 mm, (b) is a rise
rate of 10.3 cm/s, bubble radius of 0.45 mm and droplet radius 2.24 mm and (c) is a rise
rate of 6.9 cm/s, bubble radius 0.31 mm and droplet radius 1.33 mm. There are no droplets
predicted for (a) because it is in the bubble rise rate regime - the rise rate is greater than the
maximum predicted bubble rise rate (11.3 cm/s). The black dotted line is the noise level,
σbg, for the same depth as the targets.
The number of targets at each depth was used to determine the average Q of the two seeps
at each depth according to equation 4.12. Q at each depth were then multiplied by two to get
the total Q from both seeps and summed for across all depths to determine the total average
Q from the two seeps in each cross-sectional pass (fig 4.14). No significant relationship was
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found between Q of oil and distance from the origin or time of cross-sectional pass. The
average Q of oil (Q) for the scenario where all the targets in the oil droplet rise rate regime
are oil droplets was 249 barrels / day. It was assumed that the twelve observations (N = 12)
of the total Q were sufficient for the central limit theorem to apply and therefore the 95%









where Q is the mean of the 12 observations of Q, s is the standard deviation and tn;α is
the Student’s t distribution for n = N − 1 degrees of freedom and at confidence interval α
(Bendat & Piersol, 2000). The 95% confidence interval for the total Q of oil was determined
to be 341 to 156 barrels/day.
Figure 4.14: The depth integrated flow rate of oil for each cross section of the plume by
distance from the northern seep origin.
For methane gas, for the scenario that all targets in the plume were comprised of methane
gas the total Q for the entire plume (the gas rise rate regime and droplet rise rate regime)
was 13.7 to 3.84 m3 / day with a mean of 8.78 m3/day of methane (fig 4.15). The volume
of methane was determined for methane at surface temperature and pressure.
The average Q of 249 barrels/day of oil and 8.78 m3/ day of methane represent the two
end members of the possible plume scenarios. For cases where oil and gas were both present,
the total Q of methane and oil from the droplet rise rate regime as a function of the GOR
of the entire plume is shown in figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.15: The depth integrated volumetric flow rate of methane for each cross section of
the plume by distance from the northern seep origin for both rise rate regimes (Black circles)
and the oil droplet rise rate regime only (black crosses). The fit lines are also shown for both
rise rate regimes (solid black line) and the oil droplet rise rate regime only (black dashed
line).
Figure 4.16: The total methane and oil volumetric flow rate from the droplet rise rate
regime (rise rate ¡ 11.3 cm/s) required to explain the acoustic observations in that regime
for different GOR’s. The GOR is the ratio of the volume of gas in the entire plume to the
volume of oil in the entire plume. The entire plume includes both the droplet rise rate regime
and the bubble rise rate regime, however oil is predict to only be present in the droplet rise
rate regime. When the total volume of the droplet rise rate regime is assumed to be oil
droplets, the GOR of the entire plume is approximately 1.
4.10 Discussion
Of the two end member scenarios, that the droplet rise rate regime of the plume was com-
prised of solely methane or solely oil droplets, there are indications that the later is the more
probable. The constant rise rate of the bottom of the plume indicates the presence of targets
of a constant size. The rise rate of gas bubbles is very sensitive to changes in the bubble size.
As bubbles rise, the pressure decreases and compressible gas expands. At the same time,
gases dissolve from the bubble to the water column and vice versa. Without information
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about the chemical composition of the water column and the composition of the bubbles
themselves, it is not possible to model this dissolution. However, for bubbles to rise with a
constant rise rate from 90 meters to the surface would require expansion of the bubble and
dissolution at exactly equal rates - an unlikely scenario. If the targets at the bottom were
incompressible oil droplets on the other hand, the size would not change due to changes in
pressure. The incompressiblity combined with the decreased sensitivity of oil droplet rise
rate to size (Fig 4.10), means that oil droplets would be likely to rise with a constant velocity
over the depths in this experiment.
The difference in slope of the total Q as a function of distance between the entire plume
and the oil droplet rise rate range for gas bubbles indicates that gas is dissolving as it rises
the water column, however in the droplet rise rate regime where gas bubbles are smaller this
volume loss occurs much less rapidly. The top of the plume reaches the surface at about
115 meters downstream from the northern seep origin, and by this point the total plume has
decreased in volume by about two orders of magnitude. In contrast, the droplet rise rate
regime of the plume has not decreased in volume at all in the first 150 meters from the origin.
The top of the oil droplet rise rate regime does not reach the surface until about 300 meters
downstream of the origin. Over that much greater distance, the volume of gas in the droplet
rise rate regime has decreased by only one order of magnitude. The difference in the loss
of volume for the entire plume compared to the droplet rise rate regime could be due to a
difference in the dissolution rate of smaller bubbles in the plume - possibly due to oil coated
bubbles - or it is due to the fact that the scatterers in this regime are not methane bubbles
like the upper part of the plume. In the oil only scenario the droplets show no change in
volume as the plume moves downstream.
The final indication that the droplet rise rate regime is the coincidence of the minimum
droplet size and the transition from Rayleigh Scattering to geometric scattering. In the
Rayleigh scattering regime (where wavelength is large compared to the radius of the target)
the TS decreases rapid for a given frequency (and wavelength) as the size decreases. For oil
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droplets, this transition occurs around ka = 1, where k is the acoustic wavenumber and a
is the radius of the target. The smallest droplets (1.4 mm radius) have a ka = 0.9 at the
maximum frequency (smallest wavelength) of 153.5 kHz. Therefore, the bottom of the plume
occurs where droplet size is small enough that targets are in the Rayleigh scattering regime
and TS is lower (Figure 4.1). For gas bubbles, the transition to Rayleigh scattering occurs
at much lower frequencies - in the 10s of kHz range for the smallest bubbles at the bottom of
the plume. Therefore, the distinct bottom of the plume would be unlikely to be due to the
decreased scatttering amplitude from smaller droplets, but instead due to a sudden decrease
in the number of bubbles below the minimum bubble size.
From figure 4.13, it appears that the slop of the backscatter is a best fit to the shape of the
predicted frequency response for the scenario where all targets in the droplet rise rate regime
are oil droplets. However, the frequency response of droplets and bubbles was predicted from
assumed physical properties. In order to rigorously determine how the frequency response
matches the predicted, the material properties of the oil droplets and gas bubbles must be
known. Loranger et al. (2018) found that small changes in the density and sound speed
of oil can results in significant differences between the predicted and measured frequency
response for oil droplets, and for this study there exists the potential for significant errors
due to differences between the assumed physical properties of the oil and gas and the actual
properties.
The estimate of total oil Q does not include Q of oil from bubble coated in oil, and there
is the potential for the presence of smaller oil droplets, with ka less than 1 as discussed above
that were not detected by the vessel mounted echo sounders.
4.11 Conclusions
The shipboard broadband acoustic system used in this study was capable of detecting and
quantifying the Q of hydrocarbons from the sea floor plume site. The plume consisted
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of two distinct seeps, both of which rose with a constant rise rate. Due to a paucity of
information about the physical properties of the oil and gas at this site, it was not possible
to use the broadband backscatter to determine the identity of targets with out the potential
for significant errors due to the difference between the assumed properties and the actual
physical properties. The plume was broken up in to two regimes by the rise rate - the bubble
rise rate regime, where the rise rate was greater than the maximum predicted rise rate for
oil droplets and therefore only gas was present, and the droplet rise rate regime where oil
and gas could both occur. For the assumption that all targets in the droplet rise rate regime
were oil droplets, it was estimated that Q of oil was between 156 and 341 barrels of oil per
day, with a mean Q of 249 barrels per day. Assuming that all targets in the gas rise rate
regime were gas bubbles, the total Q of methane for the entire plume was estimated to be
between 3.84 and 13.7 m3 per day with a mean of 8.78 m3 per day. Qualitative evidence
indicates that targets in the droplet rise rate regime were mostly oil droplets, however, the





In order to accurately predict the backscatter from oil droplets, it is necessary to determine
the material properties that determine scattering, especially sound speed and density, as
well as the shape and size of droplets. In chapter two of this thesis new empirical models of
the density and sound speed were derived for those properties at oceanographically relevant
temperatures and pressures. These models show better agreement with measurements made
in chapter 2 as well as with literature values. The improvement in predicting the material
properties of oils significantly impacts models of backscatter. These models require only the
API gravity to predict the density and sound speed.
In chapter 3, the new models of the density and sound speed were used to inform three
scattering models used to predict the broadband backscatter from three different oil droplets
of differing size and shape. It was determine that the distorted wave Born approximation
and boundary element method, which account for the oblate spheroidal shape of oil droplets,
are better predictors of scattering for medium oils. None of the three models used accurately
predicted the shape of the backscatter for the heavy oil. This discrepancy is potentially due
to changes in the sound speed as a function of frequency not accounted for in this chapter.
Further study is required to understand dispersion in oil droplets.
In chapter 4, broadband backscatter was used to estimate the flux from an oil and gas seep
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in the Gulf of Mexico. Measurements of the physical properties of the oil and gas at this site
were not available and this lack of information impeded the use of broadband backscatter to
identify scatterers. Despite the lack of information about the material properties, qualitative
analysis indicates that the dominant scatterers in the plume were oil droplets.
With an improved understanding of the broadband backscatter from oil droplets it is
possible to predict the limit to detection for different echosounders. The detection limit was
predicted for the ES120, ES200 and ES333 echosounders used in chapter 3. Two cases of
the noise level (NL) were used in determining the detection limit. The first was the case
where the shallow high backscattering layer seen in chapter 4 (Fig.4.11) between 40 and 60
meters depth was present through the entire water column. This is to simulate the detection
limit when other scatterers, such as the planktonic species that comprise scattering layers,
are present in the watercolumn. NL for this case was set to the average NL between 40 and
60 meters (Fig.4.11b) for the center frequency of the transducer (120kHz) in chapter 4. The
resulting NL, -57dB was assumed to be the noise level for all the three transducers. For the
low noise case, the average noise of the calibration tank was used. It was assumed that NL
was constant through the watercolumn and equal to the noise floor at the center frequencies
of the transducers for the calibration tank from chapter 3 (Fig 3.6). The resulting noise level
at 1 meter for each transducer was -98 dB -95 dB and -88 dB for the ES120, ES200 and
ES333 respectively..
The TS was simulated for oil droplets of 1 mm and 3 mm radius with properties equal to
ANS oil at 20◦C and hydrostatic pressure at depth according to the models derived in chapter
1. The distorted wave Born approximation was used for oblate spheres with eccentricity of
0.4 and 0.6 for the 1 mm and 3 mm droplets respectively (Figure 5.1.








The limit of detection was set to a signal to noise ratio of 7 dB (the intensity of the signal
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Figure 5.1: The frequency response for a 1 mm (solid black line) and 3 mm radius (dashed
line) ANS droplet at 20◦C and hydrostatic pressure deteremined at depth. The red as-
terix indicate the peak of the backscatter in the broadband range of the ES120 and ES333
described in chapter 3.
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must be 5 times the intensity of the noise), where
|Smf |2
Cmf
> 5σN , (5.2)
and σN is the scattering from targets other than oil droplets present in the ensonfied volume
as described in equation 4.9. Combining equation 5.1 with equation 4.10 modified for a
normal distribution of scatterers and equation 5.2 and rearranging, the total number of






The number of droplets per unit volume was then calculated by dividing N by the
ensonified volume V . For a downward looking echosounder that has been matched filtered








where θ2eq is the two-way equivalent beam-width of the transducer, c is the sound speed and
T is length of the analysis window. θ2eq was five degrees, T was set to the 4.7 milliseconds,
(equal to a sample range of 0.5 meters for the three transducers). The percent oil by volume









The result is the volume of oil, expressed as the percent of the total ensonified volume,
necessary for the SNR to be 7 dB at distance r (Fig 5.2). At a % oil by volume of 100% the
volume of oil necessary for detection is equal to the ensonified volume.
There are a number of ways to decrease the percent volume of oil necessary for a detec-
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: The percent of oil per volume of seawater require for detection as a function of
range at 120 kHz (solid lines) and 333 kHz (dashed line) for 1 mm droplets (gray lines) and
3 mm droplets (black lines). The detection ranges are computed for environments with noise
equal to the (a) the noise level averaged between 40 and 60 meters (Fig.4.11b) and (b) is the
detection range for the noise levels for each transducer from the calibration tank in chapter
3.
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tion. The first is to decrease the range from the echo sounder to the target. By mounting
broadband echo sounders on ROV’s AUV’s or towed platforms, the instruments can be
moved closer to the targets. With echo sounders mounted on vehicles in the water column,
it is also possible to evaluate seeps at select depths. In Figure 4.11, the noise profile has
layers of relatively high and low scattering. These layers can be identified by a preliminary
surface survey, and evaluation of the seep can focus on low scattering layers, such as between
80 and 100 m in figure 4.11.
Moving the instruments closer to the targets will also serve to decrease the ensonified
volume, V . For weak scatterers such as oil droplets the presence of other scatterers - such
as plankton, oceanic microstructure and gas bubbles, can mask the signal from the weak
scatterer of interest. With a smaller ensonified volume, fewer of the other scatterers are
present are the likelihood of detecting oil increases. V is also decreased by decreasing T
the analysis window. For broadband pulses, the range resolution scales as 1/B, where B
is the bandwidth, as opposed to τ/2, where τ is the pulse length, which is the scale of
the range resolution for narrowband pulses (Weidner et al. , 2019). With more fine range
resolution, smaller analysis windows can be used to decrease V . However, decreasing the
number of samples will also decrease the frequency resolution when evaluating the broadband
backscatter in the frequency domain.
Decreasing the percent volume of oil required for a detection requires maximizing the
SNR. Broadband matched filtered signals show an improvement of 2Bτ in SNR (Chu &
Stanton, 1998; Turin, 1960). The SNR could be improved by with wider bandwidth or
increased pulse length.
The final consideration for evaluating oil in the marine environment and maximizing the
likelihood of detecting these weak scatterers is to use the appropriate frequency. Using the
models derived in chapter 2 and the distorted wave Born approximation verified in chapter
3 to predict the frequency dependent backscatter, users can select frequencies at the peak
of the backscatter curve. Higher frequency systems have wider bandwidth, and therefore
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increase the likelihood of have some portion of that band in the peak of the frequency
response, however attenuation is also greater at higher frequencies. A high frequency system
should be combined with a lower frequency system where oil droplets are within the Rayleigh
scattering regime. As the frequency decreases, the discrepancy between the TS of gas bubbles
and oil droplets at a give frequency increases (Figure 1.1). At low frequencies oil would
need to be present at incredibly high volumes for detection, where as gas bubbles would be
readily detected. A detection in the high frequency but no detection at low frequency would
indicate oil droplets (or some other liquid scatterer) and not gas bubbles. Using low and high
frequencies, therefore, could be used to differentiate between oil and gas. The frequencies
used for evaluating oil in the marine environment should be carefully chosen based on the
predicted backscatter and distance from the transducers to the target of interest.
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